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Contacts:Contacts:Contacts:Contacts:    
 

Chris Marvell  is the Newsletter editor.  Please let him have your contributions for future Newsletters, comments, suggestions, letters 
for publication, criticisms etc.  If you want, Gina Kelland is still happy to receive material for the Newsletter: she will be assisting 
Chris with her advice and proofreading.  If you are sending published articles please either get Copyright clearance yourself or 
enclose the details of the publisher so Chris can ask for permission.   You can contact Chris by email to editor@belleek.org.uk 
 

Chris and Bev Marvell publish and distribute the Newsletter.  Chris has set up a database which forms the Group’s “digital” archive, 
keeping a record of relevant publications and photographs (including photos etc. gathered at meetings and not published in the 
Newsletter).  Some or all of this information will be available on the Internet as our website develops -  working with Simon 
Whitlock, we intend to publish all the back issues of the Newsletter and all of the research done by our Group members on our 
website.  If you have questions about the publication and distribution of the Newsletter, contact Chris or Bev by email at 
publisher@belleek.org.uk. 
 

The Group’s Chairman is Patricia Russell MBE, email chairman@belleek.org.uk 
 

Our Treasurer is Paul Ewings, contact him by email at treasurer@belleek.org.uk 
 

The Group's Administrator is Bev Marvell, email to administrator@belleek.org.uk  
 

Our website is administered by Simon Whitlock and can be found at http://www.belleek.org.uk/.  To contact Simon, the 
Webmaster, send email to webmaster@belleek.org.uk. 
 

There is a separate email address to make contact with researchers within the group.  This is research@belleek.org.uk.  For 
information on the annual raffle or to buy tickets, email raffle@belleek.org.uk. 
 

CreditsCreditsCreditsCredits    
 

Photographs:       Trevor Roycroft, Neville Maguire, Eddie Murphy, Fergus Cleary, Simon and Melanie Whitlock, Pat and 
Paul Tubb and Chris and Bev Marvell. 

 

Articles by:    Trevor Roycroft, Neville Maguire, Pat Tubb, Scott Anderson and Judi Wells and Tony Fox and Bev 
Marvell. 

 

Other material: Don Clinton, Jan Golaszewski, Fergus Cleary, Briane Carter. 
 

Acknowledgements: Belleek website www.belleek.ie. 
 

FFFForthcoming Eventsorthcoming Eventsorthcoming Eventsorthcoming Events    
 

23rd and 24th July 2011  Coventry.  AGM Hosted by Eileen and Bernard Burgham  
and Pat, Paul and Patrick Tubb. 

 

15th to 18th September 2011  BCIS Convention - Chicago. 
 

15th and 16th October 2011 Peterborough.  Hosted by Diana Awdry. 
 

Newsletter DeadlinesNewsletter DeadlinesNewsletter DeadlinesNewsletter Deadlines    
 

Autumn 2011:    Deadline for articles and other material is 18th September 2011. 
 

Cover Picture…Cover Picture…Cover Picture…Cover Picture…  
The magnificent Belleek Horse and Snake figural group - Trevor Roycroft gives a full discussion on the origins of the design 
and the history of the Belleek version of this dramatic item. 
 
This publication is made on behalf of the UK Belleek Collectors’ Group.  It is dedicated to improving our knowledge and appreciation of Belleek, the Ware and the 
Pottery.  It is not for profit and intended for the members of the Group and those with like interests.  We try to acknowledge and obtain permission for any material or 
images used.  If however you feel that material has been used which breaches your copyright and this causes you a problem, please get in touch with the editor at 
editor@belleek.org.uk and the item will be removed.                                 
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From the Editor…From the Editor…From the Editor…From the Editor…        
In a quieter moment, away from the constant swirl of daily events, I came to thinking on the transient and ephemeral nature of 
things.  Don't worry, I'm not going to get too philosophical about this, it's just that Bev and I have been highly privileged to be 
part of an event a few months ago that has highlighted this issue for me.  My contemplation is of course related to things 
Belleek, so I hope it contains something of interest to the readership of this Newsletter. 
 

You will read later in this issue of the return of the old Visitors Book to the Pottery.  This book is the actual, genuine, original 
and one-and-only bone-fide book in which visitors of all ranks, classes, professions and religions recorded their visits to the 
Belleek Pottery by placing in it their signature, address and sometimes a brief comment.  It is a piece of ephemera.  That is, an 
artefact that would not necessarily be expected to survive the ravages of time: but against the odds - amazingly in fact - it has 
turned up after all these years, not only intact but in excellent condition.  It is even more amazing that such a thing should still 
exist given the stark paucity of information of any kind originating from the Pottery itself in its early days. 
 

I mentioned that the people recording their visits in the book were of all ranks, classes, professions and religions, but this group 
of people was in no way representative of the general population at this time (1868-1884) because they all must have been 
motivated to visit the Pottery and so (in statistical terms) were a "self-selected sample" of that population.  The group consists 
firstly of a number of wealthy and socially higher class persons - "dignitaries" in fact; secondly there are a good number of 
local people, curious perhaps about the wonderful new industry on their doorstep and thirdly a surprisingly large number of 
tourists - highly interested Irish, British and foreign visitors, perhaps showing their good taste in china by putting Belleek 
Pottery on their itinerary.  As the Pottery became firmly established as a "classy outfit", with its ware receiving enthusiastic 
reviews in publications like the London Art Journal as well as in national newspapers such as the Irish Times, the Times and the 
New York Times, it is apparent that organised tourism began to play a part in making the Pottery accessible, both via Mr 
Porter's Steamers on the Lough and by the new railway.  The trickle of visitors, starting in 1868, was increased by the positive 
publicity at the 1872 Dublin Exhibition and other events and had become a minor flood by 1880.  If you visit the Pottery today, 
there is an immaculate and beautifully laid out and stocked Visitors Centre, managed of course by Patricia McCauley.  In 1880, 
such a concept as a "Visitors Centre" did not exist, but it is clear that the Pottery had had to take some measures to cope with 
the increasing numbers of visitors - a showroom had been created to exhibit the ware.  Ware that was of course also for sale 
direct from the Pottery.  One might expect that quite a few visitors left the Pottery with a pricey souvenir.  The Pottery was not 
slow to capitalise on this new but perhaps not altogether foreseen market.  It is not recorded if the Pottery had a café then, but 
it's absolutely certain that the village of Belleek, with its various inns and the Carlton Hotel, benefited from the visitors and 
worked hard to exploit the new trade. 
 

The Visitors Book itself was originally purchased by the Pottery (from a book supplier in Dublin in 1867) probably as a 
response to the then growing interest in the Pottery.  Someone there must have decided that it was a good idea to record visits to 
the establishment and duly obtained a suitable book.  The first entries start in 1868 - it is clear that the visits were at first 
sporadic and seasonal, with higher numbers in the summer months.  An early visitor to the Pottery was Lord Spencer, the 
Queen's representative in Ireland, Viceroy of Ireland and Lord Lieutenant.  He visited with his wife and entourage in 1870, 
travelling across a wet and windswept Lough Erne from Enniskillen to Castle Caldwell on the paddle steamer Devenish in the 
company of Mr JGV Porter, the owner of the ship.  The present-day Pottery has just made a celebratory re-enactment of this 
visit to publicise the return of the book.  It was absolutely fabulous! 
 

So the book is back at the Pottery, safe and available for all to see, just as was always intended and just as the present day 
visitors books are (except it is now in a glass case!).  But what about all the other ephemera that we as collectors would love to 
see?  Fergus Cleary takes very seriously his role as guardian of those fragments of the Pottery's records that still exist from the 
early days.  As well as the Visitors Book, there is the "Old Photograph Album", originally kept by Robert Armstrong and later 
augmented by his successors as new designs were introduced by the Pottery in the years following his death in 1884.  Fergus 
has done all of us keen researchers a great service by getting this album published (in 2007) - if you are a serious collector and 
don't have one of these, get one - it is a fascinating and invaluable historical record of the Pottery's designs.  Fergus also has a 
very few old photographs and snippets of correspondence and company accounts mainly from the second period when Mr 
Sweeney of Ballyshannon was company chairman and Fergus's grandfather James was the manager.  From Armstrong and 
McBirney's time however, there is virtually nothing.  Fergus believes there is a very good reason for this:  "The newcomers", he 
says, "always think that everything that went before is worthless - so it simply gets forgotten about or thrown away".  So Mr 
Sweeney and his associates may well have taken this view - may indeed have had a vested interest in conveniently forgetting 
and, even to some extent, denigrating the efforts of Armstrong and McBirney that went before - "It's always that way when a 
new organisation comes in", says Fergus.  This makes very good sense: the new people want to look good and have a golden 
opportunity to blame all ills on the previous management - an opportunity it is hard not to take.  It's not true, of course, but the 
consequence is that anything to do with the old regime, its records, plans and methods, are often simply cast aside as worthless - 
making all this documentation truly ephemeral and all the more valuable if it does happen to survive.  The Visitors Book has 
survived, maybe because an opportunistic or light-fingered party spirited it away from the Pottery in 1884, or just perhaps 
because there was someone there, like Fergus, who could see that the Book, not then held in high regard, a mere relic of the old 
"failed" management, would someday be a store of information from those early days, not recorded anywhere else and so 
absolutely priceless.                                                                                                                                                     -CMCMCMCM 
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Dave ClarkeDave ClarkeDave ClarkeDave Clarke    ––––    April 22April 22April 22April 22ndndndnd    2011201120112011    
    
From April 24, 2011 
 
John David Clarke, 82, died on Friday, April 22, 2011, 
at University Hospital in Newark, N.J. Funeral from the 
Parow Funeral Home, 185 Ridge Rd., North Arlington, 
N.J., is on Wednesday, April 27, at 10 a.m. thence to 
Our Lady Queen of Peace Church, North Arlington, for 
the Funeral Mass at 11 a.m. Interment will be at Holy 
Cross Cemetery, North Arlington. The family will 
receive friends on Monday from 7 to 9 p.m. and 
Tuesday from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m. Born in Nenagh, County Tipperary, Ireland, Mr. Clarke lived in Kearny, 
N.J., for the past 58 years. He worked as a supervisor for the Anheuser Busch Company in Newark for 25 years 
before retiring in 1989. Mr. Clarke served in the United States Army during the Korean War. He was the 
beloved husband for 58 years of Philomena (nee O'Grady); the devoted father of John Clarke, Joseph Clarke 
and his wife, Anne, Brendan Clarke and his wife, Catherine, and Patrick Clarke and his wife, Kristen; the 
cherished grandfather of Joseph, Timothy, Michael and David Clarke, and dear brother of Mary Warren, 
Anthony Clarke and the late Vincent Clarke. In lieu of flowers, the family would appreciate donations made to 
the Sisters of St. Joseph, 9701 Germantown Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19118. 
 

This official notification of Dave's death in no way does justice to 
this friendly, enthusiastic and passionate man.  Dave's had a true 
love for Belleek and over his many years of collecting with his wife 
Phyllis, he managed to create perhaps one of the greatest collections 
in the world.  He joked that this was down to the generosity of Mr 
Busch - he had been able to make a shrewd investment in Anheuser 
Busch shares during the time he worked for this company.  Phyllis 
and Dave's home was indeed almost a shrine to Belleek with each 
room packed with exquisite pieces, beautifully displayed on the 
expertly made shelving that Dave himself had constructed.  Their 
passion and love for Belleek was recognised in 2009 when at their 
home chapter's convention in New Jersey, Phyllis and Dave were 
made joint honourees by the BCIS - a crowning achievement for 
their lifelong support for the company and their collection of the 
ware.  Phyllis and Dave were associate members of the UK Group 
and took a lively interest in its activities and publications. 
 

As well as being 2009 Honourees, Dave and Phyllis were 
founder members of the New Jersey Chapter.  Their 
Belleek collecting began 53 years ago in 1959.  When 
taking a trip back to Ireland to see the family, they made a 
visit to the Belleek factory and bought their first piece – a 
Celtic Bowl of Roses…and also a Henshall basket ….and 
then a Rathmore basket!  The collection today has over 90 
baskets.  All types of Belleek took their fancy ..figures, 
dejeuner sets, vases, centre pieces.  But Dave said that if he 
was to select only one item, it would be the Figure of Erin. 
 
Pictures on this page: Dave Pictures on this page: Dave Pictures on this page: Dave Pictures on this page: Dave at home at home at home at home with his Bittern Centrwith his Bittern Centrwith his Bittern Centrwith his Bittern Centreeeepiecepiecepiecepiece, , , , 
some of the collection on his own shelving is in the background.  some of the collection on his own shelving is in the background.  some of the collection on his own shelving is in the background.  some of the collection on his own shelving is in the background.  
Phyllis and Dave (in US Army uniform) in a flowered photo frame.  Phyllis and Dave (in US Army uniform) in a flowered photo frame.  Phyllis and Dave (in US Army uniform) in a flowered photo frame.  Phyllis and Dave (in US Army uniform) in a flowered photo frame.  
Phyllis and Dave as Honourees in 2009.Phyllis and Dave as Honourees in 2009.Phyllis and Dave as Honourees in 2009.Phyllis and Dave as Honourees in 2009.    
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News from Belleek PotteryNews from Belleek PotteryNews from Belleek PotteryNews from Belleek Pottery    
 

BELLEEKLIVING  12th April 2011 
 
Homecoming of the 1st Belleek Pottery Visitor Book  

 
One of Northern Ireland’s best known businesses and visitor attractions Belleek 
Pottery, have taken a unique step back into its history today welcoming home the 
first ever Belleek Pottery Visitor Book. 
 
Arthur Goan with Arthur Goan with Arthur Goan with Arthur Goan with the book the book the book the book ---- in the background  are Lord and Lady Spencer in re in the background  are Lord and Lady Spencer in re in the background  are Lord and Lady Spencer in re in the background  are Lord and Lady Spencer in re----enactment enactment enactment enactment 
of their 1870 visit to the Pottery.of their 1870 visit to the Pottery.of their 1870 visit to the Pottery.of their 1870 visit to the Pottery.    
 
The book, which dates back to 1st October 1868, was unveiled at a special 
ceremony at the Belleek Pottery Visitor Centre on Monday April 11th. Among the 
early visitors to the pottery, who signed the book, is the 5th Earl Spencer, the 

Great Grand Uncle of the late Princess Diana, who visited the pottery as part of an official visit in his role as 
Viceroy of Ireland on 12th May, 1870. The current Earl Spencer, and brother of Princess Diana, has written a 
letter to Belleek Pottery congratulating the Pottery on the return of the Visitors Book and confirming his Great 
Grand Uncle’s visit. This letter is displayed alongside the Visitor Book. 

 
How and when the Visitor Book came to be lost from the Pottery is 
unknown but the book was discovered in the attic of a house in 
Tipperary and sent to auction in 2010. Two members of the Belleek 
Pottery International Collectors Society in England heard about the 
auction and bought the book. It is with their kind permission that the 
book is being loaned to the Pottery for display. Commenting on the 
return of the Visitor Book to the Pottery’s Museum, Arthur Goan, 
Operations Director, Belleek Pottery said: 
 
“We are very excited about the return of the Visitor Book and, in 
particular, to discover our early aristocratic connections. For everyone 
at Belleek this is an opportunity to reflect on the history of the 
company. It is also very interesting to see the names and addresses of 
the people who visited the pottery and great to see some of the well 
respected names that appear in the book – a true testament to the 
popularity and craftsmanship of Belleek products.  Without doubt, the 
unveiling of the Visitors Book is an exciting occasion for all who have 
been invited and we hope that it serves to remind people of the support 
that the Belleek Group 
has had for over 150 
years.” 

 
To mark the return of the Book the pottery held an event, designed 
to truly capture the beginnings of the book, which featured a re-
enactment of the arrival of the Earl Spencer and his entourage 
played by several local actors.  
 
The book was originally purchased by the Pottery on 16th October 1867 The book was originally purchased by the Pottery on 16th October 1867 The book was originally purchased by the Pottery on 16th October 1867 The book was originally purchased by the Pottery on 16th October 1867 
from this Dublin book supplier from this Dublin book supplier from this Dublin book supplier from this Dublin book supplier ---- detail of front endpaper. detail of front endpaper. detail of front endpaper. detail of front endpaper.    
 
Editor's note:  The book is now on show in the Pottery museum in 
a special protective case to ensure it comes to no harm.  A fully 
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detailed paper (at the Pottery) or digital copy of the book (on DVD) will be available to all interested 
researchers.  Fergus Cleary at the Pottery and Brian Russell in the UK Belleek Collectors' Group have already 
done quite a bit of research on the names in the book and interesting discoveries have emerged.  We intend that 
all the information in the 
book will be available to 
members of the UK Group 
and other Chapters of the 
BCIS.  It will probably be 
placed onto the UK Group 
Website, as there are over 
270 large pages covered in 
names, addresses and other 
information - too much to 
reproduce in an article or 
conveniently in printed 
form.  If you have an 
immediate interest in the 
book, please get in touch 
with the Newsletter editor 
at editor@belleek.org.uk. 
 
Belleekers at the Belleekers at the Belleekers at the Belleekers at the Visitor BVisitor BVisitor BVisitor Book launch, left to right: Helen Rankin (NI Group), Fergusook launch, left to right: Helen Rankin (NI Group), Fergusook launch, left to right: Helen Rankin (NI Group), Fergusook launch, left to right: Helen Rankin (NI Group), Fergus Cleary, Patricia McCauley, Bob and  Cleary, Patricia McCauley, Bob and  Cleary, Patricia McCauley, Bob and  Cleary, Patricia McCauley, Bob and 
Vicki Pearce (Sunshine Chapter), Bev and Chris MaVicki Pearce (Sunshine Chapter), Bev and Chris MaVicki Pearce (Sunshine Chapter), Bev and Chris MaVicki Pearce (Sunshine Chapter), Bev and Chris Marvell (UK Group), Trevor Rankinrvell (UK Group), Trevor Rankinrvell (UK Group), Trevor Rankinrvell (UK Group), Trevor Rankin (NI Group) (NI Group) (NI Group) (NI Group)    
 
13 May 2011      The Queen Elizabeth Basket 
 
Belleek Pottery has created a special hand-made 
flowered porcelain basket to mark the forthcoming state 
visit of Queen Elizabeth II. 
 
The basket which features handcrafted and painted 
English roses, Irish shamrocks, forget-me-nots and 
four-leaf clovers, has been designed by Belleek 
designer Claire Rowe and created by a team of highly 
skilled craftsmen at the Co Fermanagh Pottery. It is 100 
years since a reigning British Monarch last visited the 
South of Ireland and a limited edition of 100 of the 
Queen Elizabeth Baskets is being produced. 
 
Commenting on her inspiration for the design of the 
special royal basket, Claire Rowe, Belleek Pottery said: 
 
"The visit of Queen Elizabeth II is of major 
significance to everyone on the island of Ireland and 
throughout the UK and we wanted to mark the occasion with the creation of a product that was truly fit for a 
queen. At Belleek we are known the world over for our intricate basket-weave flowered ware and so a floral 
inspired basket was a natural choice. English roses and Irish shamrock were chosen to reflect the traditions of 
both nations with forget-me-nots and four-leaf shamrocks included for long lasting memories and good fortune. 
The basket also features a special back stamp to identify the basket for future generations of collectors."  
 
Each of the hand-made baskets features approximately 39 individually crafted porcelain flowers and takes ten 
days to produce. The 100 Queen Elizabeth Baskets will be on sale at selected leading giftware retailers across 
Ireland and at www.belleek.ie at a price of £395 each.  
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GrouGrouGrouGroup Newsp Newsp Newsp News    
 

Pat Russell MBEPat Russell MBEPat Russell MBEPat Russell MBE    
 
It's official - and you really 
can't get more official than 
this - here is Queen 
Elizabeth II pinning onto 
Pat Russell's lapel, the 
MBE that she was awarded 
in the 2011 New Year's 
Honours List. 
 
Yes, our chairman has now 
received her MBE at a 
ceremony at Windsor 
Castle. 

 
Pat and Brian had a most 
memorable day at the Castle 
when Pat attended the 
investiture to receive the 
honour on May 6th.   
 
 
 
Pictured hPictured hPictured hPictured here are Pat and Brian ere are Pat and Brian ere are Pat and Brian ere are Pat and Brian 
in the park outside Windsor in the park outside Windsor in the park outside Windsor in the park outside Windsor 
Castle before the ceremonyCastle before the ceremonyCastle before the ceremonyCastle before the ceremony, Pat, , Pat, , Pat, , Pat, 
after the investiture with the after the investiture with the after the investiture with the after the investiture with the 
MBE and finally the MBE MBE and finally the MBE MBE and finally the MBE MBE and finally the MBE 
itselfitselfitselfitself.  .  .  .      
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Briane Carter is the 2011Briane Carter is the 2011Briane Carter is the 2011Briane Carter is the 2011----2012012012013333    BCIS BCIS BCIS BCIS 
HonoureeHonoureeHonoureeHonouree    
 

Briane Carter, President of the Phoenix Chapter is from 
El Paso, Texas.  She was raised in Northern California 
but her family has long Irish roots – her mother was born 
in Ireland (Belfast) and her father’s mother grew up in 
County Tipperary.  Her husband, Carroll is from a small 
town in East Texas.  They have two grown married 
children, Stephen and Erin.  Briane and Carroll are both 
now retired and so have the time to devote to their 
passion of Belleek.  They are well known to quite a few 
members of the UK Group and are of course associate 
members. 
 
                                                                        Carroll (left) and Briane (right)… don’t let theirCarroll (left) and Briane (right)… don’t let theirCarroll (left) and Briane (right)… don’t let theirCarroll (left) and Briane (right)… don’t let their    
                                                                        rathrathrathrather unusual names confuse you!er unusual names confuse you!er unusual names confuse you!er unusual names confuse you! 
    

Their Belleek collection started with several Shamrock tea pieces given to them as wedding gifts.  These turned 
out to be 3rd mark.  The collection was then enhanced by a Tridacna cabaret set and a few other pieces inherited 
from Briane’s mother.  During their early married years they moved across the U.S. many times so that 
developing a collection of any kind was difficult but throughout the years a few more Belleek pieces were 
added – until 1996 when Carroll gave Briane a Typha Jug for Christmas.  This piece led to several other gifts of 
Belleek for special occasions.  They joined the Phoenix Chapter of the Belleek Collectors Society in March 
1998.  Since Briane joined she has attended every meeting, notwithstanding the six and a half hour drive from 
El Paso to Phoenix!  Serious Belleek collecting came with their attending the Jean Weleck Auction in 2001.  It 
became apparent that if they were to be serious about collecting Belleek they needed to do their homework.  In 
2004 Briane was asked by the members to be the President of the Chapter - which she gladly accepted. 
 

Briane says that she found the UK newsletter invaluable [Editor's note: many thanks for your vote of 
confidence!] and they were able to make the acquaintance of several Belleek friends in many parts of the world. 
Over the years Briane has developed an interest in the variety of Belleek marks and the incongruity of some 
pieces, such as the experimental use of decals and other decoration on common pieces. Belleek salts and 
Christmas ornaments are also of particular interest.  [Another editor's note: an article along these lines would 
be very much appreciated...].  Their total collection has now grown to more than one thousand pieces, about 
300 of which are ornaments.  Briane says that they will continue to explore their interest in Belleek and they are 
appreciative of all their friends who have contributed to their knowledge.   
 

Briane is the 22nd Belleek Honouree.  She will be inducted into the Belleek Hall of Fame at the Chicago 
Convention in September of this year - the second Belleek Honouree from the Phoenix Chapter, she follows in 
the footsteps of the Late Jean Weleck who was the 2nd Belleek Honouree in 1987. 
 
 

                        Cartoon courtesy of Jan Golaszewski.Cartoon courtesy of Jan Golaszewski.Cartoon courtesy of Jan Golaszewski.Cartoon courtesy of Jan Golaszewski.    
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The The The The SprinSprinSprinSpring Meeting in Cornwallg Meeting in Cornwallg Meeting in Cornwallg Meeting in Cornwall    
Hosted by Melanie and Simon WhitlockHosted by Melanie and Simon WhitlockHosted by Melanie and Simon WhitlockHosted by Melanie and Simon Whitlock....    Saturday 2nd April and Sunday 3rd AprilSaturday 2nd April and Sunday 3rd AprilSaturday 2nd April and Sunday 3rd AprilSaturday 2nd April and Sunday 3rd April    
 

Let's start this report with a merry scene, at the fabulous Trawlers restaurant on the quayside at Looe.  It is the 
Friday evening before the weekend meeting - we all travelled down early - and you can just see the anticipation 
in the eyes of our group!  I don't know if they were anticipating the beautifully cooked freshly caught fish (you 
can see the quayside outside the window so you will appreciate it has not had far to travel) or whether it was the 
prospect of the Belleek weekend that had us all entranced.  Either way, it was a lovely evening. 

It was also Chris and Bev Marvell's wedding anniversary - an 
occasion kindly marked by the restaurant in their design of 
our desserts... and looking at the happy faces and the empty 
plates - on the whole, I think the food won out! 
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Saturday Saturday Saturday Saturday     
Here's our Chairman, Pat Russell, putting us all to shame by rising 
early to get some exercise in the hotel swimming pool - Pat and 
Patrick Tubb in the background are getting ready to go out firstly for 
some sightseeing then to visit Simon and Melanie's house for a 
viewing of their excellent Belleek collection.  It was a beautiful day as 
is shown by this early morning view of the town of Looe, clustered on 
the quayside and on the hill rising up behind it. 

And now - a brief 
restaurant review:  
on the left we have 
"Trawlers" where 
we dined on Friday 
evening - it is a top 
class seafood 
restaurant in the 
"Modern English" 
style - very highly 
recommended. 
 

 
On the right, we have the "Smugglers Cott" which was to be our 
venue for the Saturday evening - this is very different - full of 
character, dark and crowded - traditional and oozing with history and 
atmosphere while "Trawlers" is bright and modern.  The food at 
"Smugglers Cott" is good but the food and service at "Trawlers" is 
positively excellent! 
 
Yes, I know this Newsletter is supposed to be about Belleek but you 
just have to take a moment to enjoy the scenery - not to mention the 
food and drink!  Looe is a magnificent Cornish fishing village, 
largely unspoiled by modern development, with a thriving fish dock and lively bustling town centre.  It is a 
wonderfully picturesque setting and speaking for Bev and myself and many others in the Group, we all 
immensely enjoy our trips down here for the "Belleek Weekends" - long may Simon and Melanie Whitlock, 
aided by Anne Ewing carry on making the arrangements - it is truly a highlight of our year. 
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Just look at this view!  This is taken 
from the balcony of our room at the 
Hannafore Point hotel.  Most of us were 
staying at this hotel - it was also to be 
the venue for our Sunday meeting.  On 
the left is a another view of the hotel, 
taken from the cliff top on the other side 
of the Looe river - it is somewhat 
rambling but efficiently run and full of 
character - our sort of hotel. 
 
Anyway, that's probably enough of the 
sightseeing for now because the 
highlight of Saturday was a visit to 

Simon and Melanie's house to see their collection and for 
lunch - I was really looking forward to those pasties! 
(Sorry, food again.)   
 
So we find Anne Ewing and Pat here (left) waiting 
patiently at the house while we were generally looking at 
the scenery and getting lost on the way from Looe to 
Liskeard (Yes, I know we've done this journey ten times 
before... I can get lost almost anywhere). 
 
The trip was however well worth it - the collection of 
Belleek is amazing and the food was indeed fabulous. On 
the following pages are images which clearly show this. 
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"Echinus Cream" "Echinus Cream" "Echinus Cream" "Echinus Cream" ---- art by,  art by,  art by,  art by, I thinkI thinkI thinkI think,,,,    ElinorElinorElinorElinor (in the style of Jackson Pollock) and a more conventional Hexagon  (in the style of Jackson Pollock) and a more conventional Hexagon  (in the style of Jackson Pollock) and a more conventional Hexagon  (in the style of Jackson Pollock) and a more conventional Hexagon dejeuner dejeuner dejeuner dejeuner setsetsetset    
 

Above: Above: Above: Above: Anne Ewing's Echinus dejeuner setAnne Ewing's Echinus dejeuner setAnne Ewing's Echinus dejeuner setAnne Ewing's Echinus dejeuner set    
    
Left: Left: Left: Left: a tall dolphin compoa tall dolphin compoa tall dolphin compoa tall dolphin comport, gilded and with pink lustrert, gilded and with pink lustrert, gilded and with pink lustrert, gilded and with pink lustre    
    
Below: a beautiful pair of GrBelow: a beautiful pair of GrBelow: a beautiful pair of GrBelow: a beautiful pair of Greek plates, gilded and painted by eek plates, gilded and painted by eek plates, gilded and painted by eek plates, gilded and painted by 
Eugene Sheerin with views of IrelandEugene Sheerin with views of IrelandEugene Sheerin with views of IrelandEugene Sheerin with views of Ireland    
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ToToToTop left: p left: p left: p left: Some of tSome of tSome of tSome of the Whitlock famhe Whitlock famhe Whitlock famhe Whitlock family: ily: ily: ily: 
Melanie's mum, Melanie's mum, Melanie's mum, Melanie's mum, daughters daughters daughters daughters Caragh and Caragh and Caragh and Caragh and 
ElinorElinorElinorElinor (front) and dad Simon (front) and dad Simon (front) and dad Simon (front) and dad Simon (Mel was  (Mel was  (Mel was  (Mel was 
slaving in the kitchen!)slaving in the kitchen!)slaving in the kitchen!)slaving in the kitchen!)    
    
Top right: Elaine Top right: Elaine Top right: Elaine Top right: Elaine Ewings Ewings Ewings Ewings and Pat and Pat and Pat and Pat Tubb Tubb Tubb Tubb 
ininininspecting marksspecting marksspecting marksspecting marks    
    
Left: Simon and Bev Left: Simon and Bev Left: Simon and Bev Left: Simon and Bev Marvell comparing Marvell comparing Marvell comparing Marvell comparing 
Lace pattern traysLace pattern traysLace pattern traysLace pattern trays    
    
Below: "LimogeBelow: "LimogeBelow: "LimogeBelow: "Limogessss enamel" decorated  enamel" decorated  enamel" decorated  enamel" decorated and and and and 
monogrammed monogrammed monogrammed monogrammed pppplates, milk jug and cup and lates, milk jug and cup and lates, milk jug and cup and lates, milk jug and cup and 
saucer with stork or crane in reeds saucer with stork or crane in reeds saucer with stork or crane in reeds saucer with stork or crane in reeds ---- in the  in the  in the  in the 
Japanese taste.  Also here is an interesJapanese taste.  Also here is an interesJapanese taste.  Also here is an interesJapanese taste.  Also here is an interesting ting ting ting 
monogrammed cmonogrammed cmonogrammed cmonogrammed cup and saucer, up and saucer, up and saucer, up and saucer, a "deco" a "deco" a "deco" a "deco" 
butter tubbutter tubbutter tubbutter tub, a shell pattern semi, a shell pattern semi, a shell pattern semi, a shell pattern semi----circular circular circular circular 
bowl and a hand decorated "Irish Pot" jugbowl and a hand decorated "Irish Pot" jugbowl and a hand decorated "Irish Pot" jugbowl and a hand decorated "Irish Pot" jug 
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Left: Francis and Maire Kiddle lLeft: Francis and Maire Kiddle lLeft: Francis and Maire Kiddle lLeft: Francis and Maire Kiddle look on ook on ook on ook on 
sympathetically as Mel comforts sympathetically as Mel comforts sympathetically as Mel comforts sympathetically as Mel comforts ElinorElinorElinorElinor who may  who may  who may  who may 
have eaten one chocolate cake too many!  On the have eaten one chocolate cake too many!  On the have eaten one chocolate cake too many!  On the have eaten one chocolate cake too many!  On the 
dining tabdining tabdining tabdining table is a full breakfast set in decoration le is a full breakfast set in decoration le is a full breakfast set in decoration le is a full breakfast set in decoration 
‘‘‘‘292’ 292’ 292’ 292’ ("limoges" enamelled dog rose and convolvulus)("limoges" enamelled dog rose and convolvulus)("limoges" enamelled dog rose and convolvulus)("limoges" enamelled dog rose and convolvulus)    
 
Left below: Left below: Left below: Left below: Simon welcomes Paul and Elaine Simon welcomes Paul and Elaine Simon welcomes Paul and Elaine Simon welcomes Paul and Elaine 
Ewings Ewings Ewings Ewings to the to the to the to the "House of Belleek""House of Belleek""House of Belleek""House of Belleek"    
    
Below: ultra rare Below: ultra rare Below: ultra rare Below: ultra rare 1935 1935 1935 1935 commcommcommcommemorativeemorativeemorativeemorative beaker beaker beaker beaker for  for  for  for 
the silver jubilee of King George V the silver jubilee of King George V the silver jubilee of King George V the silver jubilee of King George V and Queen Mary and Queen Mary and Queen Mary and Queen Mary 
wwwwith Melvin ware mark and detailith Melvin ware mark and detailith Melvin ware mark and detailith Melvin ware mark and detail    
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Top: Earthenware platter boldly decorated withTop: Earthenware platter boldly decorated withTop: Earthenware platter boldly decorated withTop: Earthenware platter boldly decorated with Belleek's own  Belleek's own  Belleek's own  Belleek's own 
"F"F"F"Fumaria" pattern with first period mark taken from the same umaria" pattern with first period mark taken from the same umaria" pattern with first period mark taken from the same umaria" pattern with first period mark taken from the same     
transfer transfer transfer transfer print and so in the same colourprint and so in the same colourprint and so in the same colourprint and so in the same colour    
    
Middle: It's thatMiddle: It's thatMiddle: It's thatMiddle: It's that man Sheerin again  man Sheerin again  man Sheerin again  man Sheerin again ---- fantastic "Views of Irelan fantastic "Views of Irelan fantastic "Views of Irelan fantastic "Views of Ireland" d" d" d" 
handpainted Greek plate with gilt and turquoise decorationhandpainted Greek plate with gilt and turquoise decorationhandpainted Greek plate with gilt and turquoise decorationhandpainted Greek plate with gilt and turquoise decoration    
    
Francis and Maire: Francis and Maire: Francis and Maire: Francis and Maire: "W"W"W"Well there's enough plates on the table ell there's enough plates on the table ell there's enough plates on the table ell there's enough plates on the table ---- I  I  I  I 
wonder where the food is?"wonder where the food is?"wonder where the food is?"wonder where the food is?"    
    
Bottom right: small cup with printed Gaelic wordingBottom right: small cup with printed Gaelic wordingBottom right: small cup with printed Gaelic wordingBottom right: small cup with printed Gaelic wording “ “ “ “AAAA Dhia Saor  Dhia Saor  Dhia Saor  Dhia Saor 
Eirne" Eirne" Eirne" Eirne"     which translates as "Dear God Free Ireland"which translates as "Dear God Free Ireland"which translates as "Dear God Free Ireland"which translates as "Dear God Free Ireland"    ---- compare this  compare this  compare this  compare this 
with the 1935 British commemorative beaker on the previous with the 1935 British commemorative beaker on the previous with the 1935 British commemorative beaker on the previous with the 1935 British commemorative beaker on the previous     
page page page page ---- Belleek seems to have made ware for anyone who would pay  Belleek seems to have made ware for anyone who would pay  Belleek seems to have made ware for anyone who would pay  Belleek seems to have made ware for anyone who would pay ----    
they didn't let politics interfere with their businethey didn't let politics interfere with their businethey didn't let politics interfere with their businethey didn't let politics interfere with their business!ss!ss!ss!    
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Ah, there's the food!  Bev can't wait to get at the Ah, there's the food!  Bev can't wait to get at the Ah, there's the food!  Bev can't wait to get at the Ah, there's the food!  Bev can't wait to get at the 
pasties...  pasties...  pasties...  pasties...      
    
Brenda Scott in conversation with Bev and PatBrenda Scott in conversation with Bev and PatBrenda Scott in conversation with Bev and PatBrenda Scott in conversation with Bev and Pat    
    
    
    
    

    
Left: An interesting small bottle vase Left: An interesting small bottle vase Left: An interesting small bottle vase Left: An interesting small bottle vase 
---- unmarked  unmarked  unmarked  unmarked ---- is it Belleek? is it Belleek? is it Belleek? is it Belleek?    
    
    
Below: From the sublime to the Below: From the sublime to the Below: From the sublime to the Below: From the sublime to the 
ridiculous ridiculous ridiculous ridiculous ---- Angel  Angel  Angel  Angel jardinièrejardinièrejardinièrejardinière    and and and and 
earthenware cup made for St. earthenware cup made for St. earthenware cup made for St. earthenware cup made for St. 
Patrick's PurgatoryPatrick's PurgatoryPatrick's PurgatoryPatrick's Purgatory    
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Above: twoAbove: twoAbove: twoAbove: two    of the rarest teaware patterns that you can of the rarest teaware patterns that you can of the rarest teaware patterns that you can of the rarest teaware patterns that you can ever ever ever ever hope to find: hope to find: hope to find: hope to find: TwoTwoTwoTwo different  different  different  different colour wayscolour wayscolour wayscolour ways of Tall Celtic pattern  of Tall Celtic pattern  of Tall Celtic pattern  of Tall Celtic pattern ----    
Simon has a complete tea set in each colourway.  Simon has a complete tea set in each colourway.  Simon has a complete tea set in each colourway.  Simon has a complete tea set in each colourway.  TheTheTheThe elegant and rare elegant and rare elegant and rare elegant and rare Sydney  Sydney  Sydney  Sydney teapot with gilt and green tint.teapot with gilt and green tint.teapot with gilt and green tint.teapot with gilt and green tint.    
 

 
No wonder Simon and Melanie are looking No wonder Simon and Melanie are looking No wonder Simon and Melanie are looking No wonder Simon and Melanie are looking 
pleased!pleased!pleased!pleased!    
    
In the Smugglers Cott Restaurant, In the Smugglers Cott Restaurant, In the Smugglers Cott Restaurant, In the Smugglers Cott Restaurant, Anne Ewing, Anne Ewing, Anne Ewing, Anne Ewing, 
their cotheir cotheir cotheir co----conspirator looking on.conspirator looking on.conspirator looking on.conspirator looking on.    
 
 
 
 
Following our visit to Simon and 
Melanie's we spent the rest of the day 
looking round Looe or doing other 
errands.  Bev and I took a leisurely walk 
on the cliff path east from Looe to the 
neighbouring villages of Plaidy and 
Mildenreath.  It was a lovely sunny 
afternoon and the views from the cliff top 
were stunning.  We returned to the 
Hannafore Point to freshen up before 
walking back into East Looe for our 
evening dinner at the Smuggler's Cott 
restaurant. 
 
Pat and Brian Pat and Brian Pat and Brian Pat and Brian Russell Russell Russell Russell with Eileen and Bernard with Eileen and Bernard with Eileen and Bernard with Eileen and Bernard 
Burgham Burgham Burgham Burgham also also also also at the Smuggler's Cott.at the Smuggler's Cott.at the Smuggler's Cott.at the Smuggler's Cott.    
 
 

 
 
 
We rather staggered back up the hill in West Looe to the 
Hannafore Point and took a late-evening stop at the hotel 
bar, to put the world to rights and just chat. 
 
 
 
 
Maire and Francis Maire and Francis Maire and Francis Maire and Francis Kiddle Kiddle Kiddle Kiddle back at the hotel.back at the hotel.back at the hotel.back at the hotel. waiting in the bar,  waiting in the bar,  waiting in the bar,  waiting in the bar, 
where else?where else?where else?where else?    
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SundaySundaySundaySunday    
 

Simon Whitlock and Neville Maguire had devised a packed 
programme of events for the Sunday meeting.  We assembled in 
our special meeting room - this was obviously something not to 
be taken lightly if Brian Russell and Paul Tubb's earnest 
conversation over coffee before the meeting was anything to go 
by (right)(right)(right)(right).... 

 
We were actually very relaxed...  Simon and 
Neville explained that rather than give 
formal presentations, they wanted the 
meeting to take the form of informal 
discussions - anyone could chip in if they 
wanted.  As it is usually fairly difficult to 
stop our members from talking, I thought 
this might be a fairly risky course of action 
if we actually wanted the meeting ever to 
end!  There were plenty of other items of 
interest brought along to the meeting - here 
(left)(left)(left)(left) Pat Russell checks out Pat Tubb's 
lovely Irish lace collar - her Mother's Day 
present - here worn somewhat 
unconventionally by our own fashion 
model, Paul. 
 
Simon had brought along a large selection 
of crested souvenir pieces from his 
collection - here Bev, Melanie and Elinor 
sort them out while Simon chats with our 
treasurer Paul Ewings. 
 
 

 

At the appointed time, oAt the appointed time, oAt the appointed time, oAt the appointed time, our Chairman, Pat Russell MBE opened the meetingur Chairman, Pat Russell MBE opened the meetingur Chairman, Pat Russell MBE opened the meetingur Chairman, Pat Russell MBE opened the meeting    
 

The main points were as follows: 
 

• Apologies 
• A Minute silence for Keith Treharne who sadly died earlier this year. 
• UK members can now buy raffle tickets by post 
• Xmas party 2011. The previous plan for the party had fallen through, so we had to find a new venue. 

Paul & Elaine Ewings suggested it be held in Lincoln. We could visit nearby antique fairs or centres and 
go to the famous continental Xmas market. The night before they would be very happy to invite 
members around to their home. 
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• Pat Tubb showed us... 
• Her Mothers Day (today) present of an antique lace collar of Irish crochet/Clones lace (see picture 

on the previous page). This form of lace making was started at the end of the famine to provide 
something for the women to sell. The Earl of Aberdeen’s wife was very active promoting this. Pat 
goes to a lacemaking summer school and meets many interesting people from all over the world.  
[Editor: Her article in this Newsletter tells how lacemaking came to be introduced into Ireland] 

• She has now made 3 crocheted Belleek trade marks, a white, a black (for Bev Marvell) and now an 
emerald green version. Very fine work and this will be for sale at the Convention in aid of the ‘grave 
stone fund’ for head stone markers for Bromley, Gallimore and Swann. 

 

• The group has its own copy of the excellent book by Fergus Cleary ‘The Old Photograph Album’, it is 
available for members to borrow. 
 

Simon gave a talk ‘Update on Belleek Simon gave a talk ‘Update on Belleek Simon gave a talk ‘Update on Belleek Simon gave a talk ‘Update on Belleek 
Armorials’Armorials’Armorials’Armorials’    
 
He updated his ‘league tables’ of rare crests and rare 
shapes (the number of crested items he has encountered 
with the name and armorial for each country or town). 
Simon is still convinced that Belleek did not make any 
crested souvenir items in the first period -  despite a few 
(rather dubious examples) emerging on eBay! 
 
Some of Simon’sSome of Simon’sSome of Simon’sSome of Simon’s fascinating crested pieces  fascinating crested pieces  fascinating crested pieces  fascinating crested pieces ---- not all Belleek! not all Belleek! not all Belleek! not all Belleek!    
    
 

[Editor: we're hoping that Simon will write up this 
interesting update to his previous article for us to publish in a forthcoming Newsletter] 
 

 The The The The Bring & Tell Bring & Tell Bring & Tell Bring & Tell ––––        
‘‘‘‘Holiday Armorial Memories’Holiday Armorial Memories’Holiday Armorial Memories’Holiday Armorial Memories’    
 

Pat Tubb 
 

A little cottage with the crest of Newcastle, Co. Down. 
This is where her family come from. It's not Belleek but a 
‘foreign’ piece! She has 7 items with Newcastle on – 
especially a lovely teapot (made in Czechoslovakia!). 

 
 
 
 
Neville Maguire 
 

He comes originally from Omagh in County Tyrone and told 
us more about two of the items he owned which Simon had 
used to illustrate his talk with the Omagh crest – one he thinks 
is regimental. Belleek didn’t do Omagh crests, but he does 
have a nice item from Omagh mental hospital (lunatic asylum) 
– some might say very appropriate for him [Ed: no never 
Neville!]. 
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Bev Marvell 
 

We were on holiday in New Zealand in 2007 – fishing (with Belleekers) 
on Lake Rotorua in David and Margaret Montgomery’s boat with Glenda 
& Paul Norman.  I caught one fish - a trout. 
 

A beautiful day, lunchtime came and we headed to a grassy bank, I 
thought to have a Picnic.  We moored up and were guided up to the top of 
what actually was a lawn in a gorgeous garden at the side of the lake - to 
Glenda and Paul's home. Lunch had been prepared, the wine was open, all 
that we needed was for Paul to prepare my fish sashimi style. 
 
Wine in hand we had the pleasure of viewing their Belleek collection. 
What was this – a rare Belleek armorial? I had to take it out of the cabinet 
for examination. A delightful model of a Victorian bathing wagon with 
the slogan ‘Morning Dip 7 a.m.’. No, it is not Belleek, it says ‘Arcadian’, - and ‘I can not believe it’, it has an 
armorial for Ollerton showing St Giles church and underneath ‘Geo. Maund, Sherwood Café, Ollerton’. This is 
my families ancestral stomping ground, a moderately picturesque mining village near Mansfield (I was born 
here) in Sherwood Forest, my grandfather & uncles all worked ‘down t’pit’ there.  Well, the seaside shape & 
logo are fun and strange – Ollerton is nowhere near the sea! They can’t have sold many as it is not much of a 
tourist trap... and to be found in a NZ cabinet of Belleek. 
 

Paul: "I insist you take it back home with you - no I really insist it belongs to you."  So this is mine - and not 
Chris’s and is now sitting pretty in our posh cabinet next to the Fan dejeuner set. A sweet piece with fond 
memories of Belleekers, wonderful holidays in NZ and of course my home town. 
 

Elaine Ewings 
 

She was in her mid teens when she was aware of a box of her mothers 
with crested china in it, her mum thought it was awful and let Elaine & 
her sister split the contents between them. These pieces had been bought 
on holidays after they were married in 1911. When Elaine heard the 
theme of this bring & tell she thought she just had to get the box she had 
containing these items that had languished at the back of her wardrobe all 
these years. She had bought along just a few examples, she had many 
more, one of a ghastly [Ed: Elaine’s description!] Cheshire cat always 
smiling (Victoria china), a Worcester Locke Aladdin’s lamp – a copy of a 
roman lamp from Chester. She thanked Mel & Simon for making her get 
them out of the wardrobe for an airing. 
 

Simon Whitlock 
 

Another crest for Omagh (a Belleek one!), this is also the town where 
Melanie’s family come from.  An example of a rare crest combination 
with a common shape. The girls love to go over on holiday to see their 

cousins. 
    
    
Some of the Some of the Some of the Some of the 
Bring & TBring & TBring & TBring & Tell ell ell ell 
crested pieces crested pieces crested pieces crested pieces 
brought alongbrought alongbrought alongbrought along 
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Thank you to Elinor and Anne who did the judging - who after deliberating came up with 
the result... 

 
 
 
ElinorElinorElinorElinor    reads out the reads out the reads out the reads out the 
result of the Bring and result of the Bring and result of the Bring and result of the Bring and 
Tell...Tell...Tell...Tell...    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
...and it's Elaine who ...and it's Elaine who ...and it's Elaine who ...and it's Elaine who     
gets the prize!gets the prize!gets the prize!gets the prize!    
    
 

 
 
The Bring and tell was followed by a... 
 

Presentation of bouquet of Presentation of bouquet of Presentation of bouquet of Presentation of bouquet of 
flowers to Pat...flowers to Pat...flowers to Pat...flowers to Pat...    
 

...in recognition of her honour of an MBE. The 
Investiture Ceremony was to be at Windsor Castle 
on the 6th May – Pat had her hat ready! She said 
she had her sister coming over as her guest for the 
occasion which will take place on ‘Mummy’s 
birthday’. 
 
                                                                                                                                                    ElinorElinorElinorElinor    gets in on the act agaigets in on the act agaigets in on the act agaigets in on the act again!n!n!n!    
 
[Editor: see the item in Group News on Pat's 
Investiture] 
 
 
 

Neville (assisted by Simon) gave a Neville (assisted by Simon) gave a Neville (assisted by Simon) gave a Neville (assisted by Simon) gave a 
talk on Earthenwaretalk on Earthenwaretalk on Earthenwaretalk on Earthenware    
 
We held this (as Neville and Simon suggested) as 
a discussion forum.  They hoped we would chip 
in with our ideas or suggestions (which we did).   
 
Neville recapped on his March article and 
explained what he meant by ‘telescoping’.  The 
past could seem ‘Dim & Distant’ so you had to be 
careful how you interpreted past events and how                          Neville and Simon comparing breaNeville and Simon comparing breaNeville and Simon comparing breaNeville and Simon comparing bread platesd platesd platesd plates 
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you reconstructed the past. The scarcity of old records tended to mean they are given undue importance.  Back 
then, decisions perhaps could be made more quickly than today as they were not done by committee, in those 
days there were 6 posts a day, if you sent a letter you expected to get a reply the same day! 
 
Some time ago, Neville had an opportunity to view the copy of the Armstrong Diaries held at the Collins 
Barracks Museum in Dublin [Editor:  the originals of the diaries are in Australia - see Brian's report later - 
and the UK Group also has it's own copies as well as these copies held at Collins Barracks].  In 1864 
Armstrong refers to the introduction of ‘our harp and crown’ (mark), almost as though it was already in 
existence, perhaps this indicated when he was fully content with the ware. A discussion on this point ensued. 
 
Neville showed us an unusual small jug, Pat & Paul Tubb have a similar one (without the vines).  Also a BI 
boat ashtray – lovely sharp modelling unlike the more modern versions. Then, a pretty painted flask, normally 
these are plain with the BI mark to the centre - although recently one turned up with a BII mark instead!  It just 
shows you can not jump to conclusions and assert that these were only made in the early days.  A BII mug was 
shown which had a 1920s cottage garden transferred scene very similar to that which Melvin Ware used. We 
discussed whether these were hand tinted or if Belleek had started to use a coloured transfer or decal. …And 
there was also the nice ‘Fumaria’ pattern BI platter (pictured earlier in this Newsletter). 
 
Neville concluded that the Old Photograph Album has been very useful in his research. 
 

The small vine jug and its The small vine jug and its The small vine jug and its The small vine jug and its 
underside, Bernard underside, Bernard underside, Bernard underside, Bernard Burgham Burgham Burgham Burgham 
with the decorated flask, the with the decorated flask, the with the decorated flask, the with the decorated flask, the 
first period bfirst period bfirst period bfirst period boat ashtray and oat ashtray and oat ashtray and oat ashtray and 
the mug with the colourful the mug with the colourful the mug with the colourful the mug with the colourful 
transfer.transfer.transfer.transfer.    
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AboveAboveAboveAbove: After his talk, : After his talk, : After his talk, : After his talk, Neville Neville Neville Neville and Pat examine and Pat examine and Pat examine and Pat examine the little vine jugthe little vine jugthe little vine jugthe little vine jug. Above. Above. Above. Above right:  right:  right:  right: Neville, Pat and Paul check The Old Neville, Pat and Paul check The Old Neville, Pat and Paul check The Old Neville, Pat and Paul check The Old 
Photograph AlbumPhotograph AlbumPhotograph AlbumPhotograph Album....    
    

The The The The Discovery of the Discovery of the Discovery of the Discovery of the "Enniskillen hoard""Enniskillen hoard""Enniskillen hoard""Enniskillen hoard"    
    

This ‘hoard’ of earthenware had come to Simon and Melanie's notice when 
they (along with the girls) made a routine visit to Cranach Antiques (on the 
Belleek Road out of Enniskillen, opposite the entrance to the Portora 
School) and casually asked if they had any Belleek coming in – ‘Do you like 
earthenware?’ the dealer asked and went on to say they had 55 large boxes 
of it in the shop's back attic.  The ware was stored in banana boxes so it took 
ages to unpack and have a good look.  They made another appointment to 
come back for another look without the girls. Well it took from midday till 
8:00p.m. to go through all the pieces (they had to keep postponing tea with 
the family).  Many pieces were in good condition and armed with a camera 
we took some photos. There were no price tags, so using a ‘system’ of 
sticky labels and a pen in hand we had to do a lot of negotiation. Both 
Simon and Neville bought many interesting pieces, mostly earthenware, but 
also some bone china like this large ring handle cup and saucer above riabove riabove riabove rightghtghtght. 
 

Paul Paul Paul Paul Tubb Tubb Tubb Tubb gave a talk on ‘The Staffordshire Men”gave a talk on ‘The Staffordshire Men”gave a talk on ‘The Staffordshire Men”gave a talk on ‘The Staffordshire Men”    
 

[Editor: Paul will no doubt give us his research updates in a future 
Newsletter] 
 

Paul told us about a Willets basket and others at the Newark (New Jersey) 
Museum – who says there are no American ‘Belleek’ baskets? None are 
marked, but their provenance proves this was unquestionable. 
    
                                              Above                                               Above                                               Above                                               Above RightRightRightRight: : : : Paul wPaul wPaul wPaul with hiith hiith hiith his reward after his presentations reward after his presentations reward after his presentations reward after his presentation    
    

Bev Bev Bev Bev Marvell Marvell Marvell Marvell & Elaine & Elaine & Elaine & Elaine Ewings Ewings Ewings Ewings gave a summary of gave a summary of gave a summary of gave a summary of 
findings on the recent membersfindings on the recent membersfindings on the recent membersfindings on the recent membership questionnairehip questionnairehip questionnairehip questionnaire    
 
You will already have received the results of the questionnaire and Bev and 
Elaine's detailed analysis - all this was sent out with the last Newsletter. 
 
                    LeftLeftLeftLeft: Elaine looking very learned as : Elaine looking very learned as : Elaine looking very learned as : Elaine looking very learned as sssshe he he he gives gives gives gives the the the the questionnairquestionnairquestionnairquestionnaire e e e analysisanalysisanalysisanalysis    
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Brian Brian Brian Brian Russell Russell Russell Russell reported on their visit to the Powerhouse Museum in Sydneyreported on their visit to the Powerhouse Museum in Sydneyreported on their visit to the Powerhouse Museum in Sydneyreported on their visit to the Powerhouse Museum in Sydney  
 

Pat and Brian had a personal meeting with the curator responsible for the Belleek and Robert Armstrong's 
diaries. The diaries were here in Australia due to David W Armstrong (the son responsible for registering his 
father Robert’s death). He had emigrated to Australia, was married twice, lived in an area in Sydney called 
Liverpool, and died in 1909. 
 
Brian & Pat Russell visited the Powerhouse Museum in Sydney during their trip to Australia and New Zealand.  
They noticed when looking at the Armstrong archives, how much cross referencing there was between his note 
books and diaries. 
 

[Editor: in the Group, we have digitised copies of almost all of the diaries. originally made by Degenhardt 
when he was researching his book - we have made transcriptions of these and our project to make all this 
information (nearly 2000 pages) available to interested researchers is nearing completion] 
 

One book, not yet copied, was very fragile and looked as though it had been eaten by rats (Brian refers to this as 
the ‘rat book’). There was also some D W Armstrong personal documentation (like business cards) not seen 
before.  They also saw in the Museum's storage, the magnificent Belleek mirror from the Adelaide exhibition.  
    

Some final picturesSome final picturesSome final picturesSome final pictures from Sunday  from Sunday  from Sunday  from Sunday ............    

Above: OAbove: OAbove: OAbove: Our ur ur ur llllunch at the Hannafore Point Hotel restaurantunch at the Hannafore Point Hotel restaurantunch at the Hannafore Point Hotel restaurantunch at the Hannafore Point Hotel restaurant....    
Left: Pat's newly crocheted GREEN Belleek Logo.Left: Pat's newly crocheted GREEN Belleek Logo.Left: Pat's newly crocheted GREEN Belleek Logo.Left: Pat's newly crocheted GREEN Belleek Logo.    
Below: A present for Melanie and Simon for their Below: A present for Melanie and Simon for their Below: A present for Melanie and Simon for their Below: A present for Melanie and Simon for their fantasticfantasticfantasticfantastic    
hosting of the wholehosting of the wholehosting of the wholehosting of the whole weekend. weekend. weekend. weekend.    
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Horse and Snake D1139Horse and Snake D1139Horse and Snake D1139Horse and Snake D1139----IIII    
    

By Trevor RoycroftBy Trevor RoycroftBy Trevor RoycroftBy Trevor Roycroft    
 
 

“And I looked and behold a pale horse: 
 and his name that sat on him was Death,  

and hell followed with him” 
 
 
For the first fifteen years of the nineteenth 
century, the words Europe and Napoleon, were 
virtually synonymous. By the time of his defeat at 
Waterloo in 1815, more than a million soldiers 
from a dozen countries fell, never to hear the 
bugle call again. The words from Revelation 
might well be their common epitaph. 
 
Bataille de Marengo, LouisBataille de Marengo, LouisBataille de Marengo, LouisBataille de Marengo, Louis----François Baron Lejeune François Baron Lejeune François Baron Lejeune François Baron Lejeune 
(1775(1775(1775(1775––––1848)1848)1848)1848)    
 
    

Napoleon preferred smaller, greyish white 
horses, mostly stallions. Such was the case of 
a ‘Barb’ horse first named ‘Ali’, which was 
captured in Egypt at Aboukir Bay in 1799, 
and given to Napoleon. In May 1800, 
Napoleon crossed into Italy, by the greater 
St. Bernard pass. With his army, guns and 
horses safely over, he defeated the Austrians 
at ‘Marengo’ June 14th 1800, riding ‘Ali’ 
during the battle, he later nick named his 
horse ‘Marengo’. He would ride him for 
fifteen years, at Austerlitz, Jena, Wagram, 
Moscow and finally at Waterloo. ‘Marengo’ 
survived the three thousand mile return 
journey from Moscow, over one hundred 
thousand horses did not. When Napoleon 
entered Russia in 1812, he had five hundred 
thousand troops from many nations, He 
withdrew December 14th over the Niemen 
River, with less than eighty thousand of his 
‘Grande Armée’. Winter and starvation took 
the rest, perishing in the endless bogs of 
mother Russia, and thirty degrees of frost. 
 
Napoleon Crossing tNapoleon Crossing tNapoleon Crossing tNapoleon Crossing the Alpshe Alpshe Alpshe Alps painted by Jacques painted by Jacques painted by Jacques painted by Jacques----
Louis David (1748Louis David (1748Louis David (1748Louis David (1748----1825), oil on canvas, 259 x 221 1825), oil on canvas, 259 x 221 1825), oil on canvas, 259 x 221 1825), oil on canvas, 259 x 221 
cm (8' 6" x 7' 3"), 1801.cm (8' 6" x 7' 3"), 1801.cm (8' 6" x 7' 3"), 1801.cm (8' 6" x 7' 3"), 1801.    
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In any Belleek reference source, the first mention of Napoleon or Marengo, is in Marion Langham’s 1993 work 
“Belleek Irish Porcelain”. The upper photo on page 8, ‘Horse being crushed by a snake’ ST15 shows a horse 
with a severely collapsed left front leg. There is a similar example in the collectors’ room at the Pottery. Both 
are failed pieces!  The Pottery example is unmarked, according to Eddie and Linda Murphy who have seen it. 
Langham’s work mentions nothing on marks. The sub caption of ST15, on page 8, is critical to this article, her 
words intrigued me, she makes five assertions (I shall refer to these as: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). “The horse is after the 
French bronze of Napoleon’s horse Marengo (1). The subject reflects the struggle of nature (2). Belleek 
introduced the piece in the 1880s (3), and re-introduced it in 1973-4, when a few pieces were made (4) the piece 
was also made in parian by William Adams and Co. in 1860 (5).” 
 
The first assertion suggests that a bronze exists, the second is obvious, the third that a 1st black mark example 
was made, the fourth that in the 6th period (3rd green mark) more were made, the fifth that Adams made the 
piece in parian first, and before 1863 when Belleek’s 1st black mark started. 
 
This article contains information supplied by others, the Marvells, the Murphys, Fergus Cleary, Sean 
O’Loughlin, Jim Flanagan, Kevin McCann, Audrey Whitty and Kim Mawhinney. The latter two are heads of 
their departments at the National Museum Dublin, and Ulster Museum Belfast respectively. Two years of 
research shows that Marion Langham’s five assertions are all correct. 
 

I start with Number 1, the French bronze. During the 
Crimean War 1853-1856, Great Britain and France, for 
centuries enemies, were allied with Turkey against the 
Russians, who were defeated. At the invitation in 1855 of 
Emperor Napoleon III and his Empress Eugenie, Queen 
Victoria and her consort Albert, made the first visit by a 
reigning British monarch to Paris, in over four hundred 
years. Three years later in 1858, they would all be together 
again at Cherbourg Harbour France, there on August 8th, a 
magnificent French bronze by Armand Le Véel was 
unveiled. Showing Napoleon I seated on his horse 
Marengo, the Emperor’s right hand palm down pointed 
seaward, the left leg of Marengo down, the right leg raised. 
 

 
Two views of Le VTwo views of Le VTwo views of Le VTwo views of Le Vééééel's el's el's el's bronze bronze bronze bronze statue of Napoleon at statue of Napoleon at statue of Napoleon at statue of Napoleon at 
Cherbourg harbour.Cherbourg harbour.Cherbourg harbour.Cherbourg harbour.    
 
 
It is still there today, changed only by the oxidation of the copper in bronze to the green of copper carbonate. Le 
Véel has captured Napoleon in his general’s overcoat and cockaded hat, riding slouched in his saddle, a 
symbiosis of horse and rider. The statue dominates Cherbourg’s Harbour. With the royal families of the most 
powerful countries in Europe at that time attending the unveiling, such an historical event would have drawn 
large numbers of both countries press. In less than eighteen months, Adams had Marengo and snake, in parian 
circa 1860. 
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Number 2 portrays a struggle between a 
very large member of the reptilian class, 
namely a Boa Constrictor. Found in central 
and south America, or a Python found in 
Africa or India. They crush their victims 
with their coils, using incredible power. 
With their articulated jaws, they are able to 
swallow whole, pigs, sheep, calves, and 
other prey. The horse viewed close, is 
terrified by the approaching reptile’s mouth. 
Del Domke is of the opinion that snake it is 
not, rather, serpent it is. From an allegorical 
sense, the serpent represents evil. The 
British painter James Ward 1769-1859, in 
his painting ‘Marengo and the Serpent’, 
incorrectly named, and now known as ‘The 
Moment’, shows George III’s white horse 
‘Adonis’ facing a levitating serpent. 
 
                                                                                  "The Moment" "The Moment" "The Moment" "The Moment"  Oil on panel  Oil on panel  Oil on panel  Oil on panel by James Ward, 1831.by James Ward, 1831.by James Ward, 1831.by James Ward, 1831.  Tate Gallery  Tate Gallery  Tate Gallery  Tate Gallery    
 
 In 1831, when it was originally painted, there was much agitation in England on the Reform Bills in the House 
of Commons, the Lords passed the first reform act on 4th of June 1832 – George III’s birthday, but by then 
‘farmer’ George had been dead some twelve years. Could it be that William Adams and Co., active from 1769, 
making ‘Horse and Snake’ in parian, circa 1860, have had some allegorical reason for making it, after the visit 
of Victoria and Albert to Cherbourg, France? 

 
 
 
 
Number 5 will be taken next. In 1989 Richard Dennis published 
‘The Parian Phenomenon’. Page 237, figure 782, shows the 
following information. “Napoleon’s horse Marengo c1860. 17 
¼”. After a French bronze and also made in parian at Belleek. 
Marks: Adams”. This example is in all aspects identical to 
Belleek’s Horse and snake, with some variance in the position of 
the head of the reptile, and is published proof of Marion’s 5th 
assertion. 
 
 
 
 
Picture of the Adams version of the Horse and Snake from page 237 of Picture of the Adams version of the Horse and Snake from page 237 of Picture of the Adams version of the Horse and Snake from page 237 of Picture of the Adams version of the Horse and Snake from page 237 of 
"The Parian Phenomenon"."The Parian Phenomenon"."The Parian Phenomenon"."The Parian Phenomenon".    
 
 
 
 

Number 4 “Re-introduced in 1973-4 when a few pieces were made”. At this time at Belleek, Albert Elliott was 
employed in parian making, working on large pieces. He originally came to Belleek as an assistant to Jim 
Flanagan in maintenance, but in 1963, one year later, he was transferred to parian making. For 34 years until his 
premature and sudden death in 1997, Albert Elliott was the principal maker of the following pieces. ‘Prince of 
Wales Ice Pail”, “Erin”, “Cavalier” and “Cherub Candelabra”. He was responsible for making the newly re-
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introduced  piece “Crouching Venus”. Elliott was described in Volume 2 Number 2, 1991 summer issue of the 
Belleek Collector, page 6, as “The only employee in the 20th century to have made this piece of which 100 were 
to be produced”. When he died, his obituary in the 1998 Collector volume 9, number 1, page 6, talks about the 
pieces he made in his thirty five year career as a master craftsman. He made the Horse and Snake, making a 
total of four pieces. He was responsible for making the “few” pieces alluded to by Marion Langham, on page 8 
of her book. 
 
In all, there were five master craftsmen at Belleek that are 
known to us, who did, or could, have made the Horse and 
Snake.  
 
 
 
Albert EllioAlbert EllioAlbert EllioAlbert Elliottttt, from the picture in the 1998 BCIS Collector Magazinet, from the picture in the 1998 BCIS Collector Magazinet, from the picture in the 1998 BCIS Collector Magazinet, from the picture in the 1998 BCIS Collector Magazine    
VVVVol 9, number 1, 1998ol 9, number 1, 1998ol 9, number 1, 1998ol 9, number 1, 1998    
 
 
Elliott is one. Before him was Michael Ward, born about 1920 and at the Pottery at age 14 in 1934. He is listed 
on page 77 of Robert Arnold’s work the ‘Green Stamp Years” clock number 14. He is shown again on page 91 
making “International Centre Piece”. This differs from the others made by having Canadian maple leaves in 
addition, this is the special order for Breslauer and Warren Jewellers, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. This piece 
celebrated the 1867-1967 centennial of Canada’s confederation. Michael Ward would be about 47 years old in 
the picture. He was known by retired living employees to have made the Horse and Snake. He would have 
worked in the third black, 1st, 2nd and 3rd green mark era. The Manning Mann auction, at Houston Texas, March 
13th 1988, sold two lots made by Michael Ward. In the second session, Lot number 0426, D1139 V, was sold 
for $4500, Horse and Snake. Lot number 0466, D2 V, International Centre Piece, sold for $11,000. Both are 
fifth period 2nd green mark, 1955-1965. The Canadian Centennial piece should be marked 3rd green, 1965-1980. 
 
Before Ward, there was Johnnie Montgomery, making large pieces. His birth about 1868, and death 1943, had 
him living and working through all three of the black mark periods. At age 14, in 1882, he was apprenticed at 
the Pottery. His mother’s house was set on fire during Belleek’s first strike of 1888, as is shown on page 44, of 
John B. Cunningham’s “The Story of Belleek”. He was Kevin McCann’s great uncle. Kevin McCann started in 
1935 at Belleek and witnessed Montgomery making large pieces, which included Horse and Snake. Mr 
Montgomery retired about 1938, having spent over 55 years at Belleek. Forty of them making large pieces. He 
is shown, upper picture of page 92 of Robert Arnold’s “The Green Stamp Years”, inspecting the large “Blessed 
Virgin Mary”. He would have made the Horse and Snake in both the second and third black mark periods 1891-
1926, and 1926-1938, when he retired, the third black ending in 1946, three years after his death in 1943. His 
brother Pat Montgomery, was married to William Henshall’s daughter Rose Henshall. Her father introduced 
basket work at the Pottery in the first black mark era. 
 
Before Montgomery the fourth employee involved in large parian work would be Frederick Slater. He is 
thought to have come to Belleek about 1893/4. He is credited with modelling D2 II International Centre Piece, 
shown on page 27, fig 2-4 of 2nd Degenhardt. The craftsman admiring the finished piece looks more English 
than Irish and is probably Fred Slater. The piece took a Gold in Paris 1900. He is shown in the 1897 list of 
parian workers on page 55 of Cunningham’s work. He married a local girl and died in 1931. He had modelled 
for almost 40 years. He could well have made Horse and Snake and would have done so in the thirty three year 
period 1893-1926, the second black mark, or in the third black 1926 to his death in 1931. 
 
The fifth employee who would have been involved in making large pieces was the modeller William Wood 
Gallimore. He came to the Pottery with the group brought to Belleek led by William Bromley about 1863. Most 
of the reference sources show he had returned to Goss by 1866. Such may be true, but not entirely accurate. We 
are indebted to Paul Tubb for his article in the UK Collectors’ Newsletter, issue 30/1, of March 2009. Paul’s 
records of births, shows Gallimore having children born at Belleek in 1870 and 1873. Then more children at 
Stoke on Trent, on his return there. Finally Gallimore and his family emigrated to Trenton, New Jersey, USA, 
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where in 1887 another child is born. Gallimore is credited in various sources as having modelled over 500 
pieces. To have done so between 1863 and 1866, a three year period at Belleek, would have entailed producing 
a model every second day for three years. Such an accomplishment would have put to shame the ‘twelve 
labours of Hercules’. However, thanks to the Tubb’s research, Gallimore spent a great deal more time than 
previously reported at Belleek and was a prolific master modeller. D1127 I ‘Bust of Charles Dickens’ is a 
stunning example of his superb workmanship. 
 
Fergus Cleary, Head of Design at the Pottery has informed me that there are several very old moulds of Horse 
and Snake in storage. One mould which is complete, predates 1920, which is 2nd black mark. Yet another, a 
partial mould which he has seen in the past, is even older and in his opinion 1st period. He is currently trying to 
locate this mould. His book “The Old Photo Album” on page 6, clears up suspicions I have harboured for some 
time. He states on this page “some parian designs were evidently bought in from outside”. An example is 
Giovanni Fontana’s “Prisoner of Love”. Fontana made various models suitable for reproduction in parian. 
Fergus states categorically, that it was common practice at that time, to buy in models from various sources. 
“Horse and Snake” would have been ‘bought in’ from ‘Adams’ who had produced it in 1860, three years before 
full parian production got under way at Belleek in 1863. Both Adams and Belleek examples are virtually 
identical. 
 

There is no reference to Horse and Snake in any of the 
following Belleek price lists or catalogues, 1870, 1875, 
1904, 1923, 1924. Horse and Snake dramatically appears for 
the first time on the last catalogue page of the 1928 issue, as 
item number 547. The in line price, on the opposite page, 
describes the Horse and Snake as being beautifully modelled 
with a price of 65 shillings. This compares to item 1 on the 
first catalogue page, figure of Erin, at 126 shillings. Number 
547 is seen in the 1931, 1937 catalogues, the 1947 price list, 
and the 1949 catalogue. In the 1975 catalogue it is shown 
for the last time in a catalogue, but under a new number 632, 
and a new photo. 
 
In reference works, Degenhardt shows it in his first edition 
1978, page 158, lower picture, the 1928 catalogue view, and 
assigns the Horse and Snake D1139, but no period mark is 
given. In the 1993, 2nd edition, page 213 he continues to 
show D1139, but on page 136, for the first time, he shows 
the piece as D1139 III. This is a photo of the piece in the 
world famous collection of Del Domke and is, in 1993, the 
earliest black mark known at that time. Degenhardt’s value 
guide of 1993 shows D1139 III, bisque and plain, with a 
value of $8800. Marion Langham’s work shows on page 8, 
the same subject, but a failed piece. Her price guide of 1994, 
shows ST15 Horse and Snake, valued at $10,500. 

Belleek Belleek Belleek Belleek Horse and Snake from 1928 CatalogueHorse and Snake from 1928 CatalogueHorse and Snake from 1928 CatalogueHorse and Snake from 1928 Catalogue    
 
During a conversation in early 2011, Sean O’Loughlin who was Production Manager at Belleek leaving in 
1985, asked me if I was aware that Horse and Snake had also been made in the 7th period gold/brown mark of 
1980-1992? I was not. He hastened to assure me that the piece was very difficult to complete. That all attempts 
failed due to under support or over firing. No doubt the failed piece in the collectors’ room is a surviving 
example of that period. This has a partially collapsed left front leg and is unmarked. 
 
Number 3 "Belleek introduced the piece in the 1880s".  Finally we come to the question of when the piece was 
first made.  So far, in reverse order, this article establishes that Horse and Snake was made, but failed, in the 7th 
gold period. Also made by Elliott in the 6th, third green period and by Ward in the 5th, 2nd green era. There is no 
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evidence of the piece carrying a 4th, first green mark of the years 1946-1955. However, the 1947 price list and 
the 1949 catalogue, both show number 547 available, at 227 shillings and 6 pence. Both of these were in the 
first green period, but were they describing a first green production or, more likely a third black mark, held in 
inventory at the out break of World war II, September 3rd 1939? The Pottery produced very little during the 
conflict which lasted six years, until August 14th 1945, still the 3rd black period. 
 
It is of interest that the third period, third black mark, did not end until sometime after 1946, twenty years after 
it was introduced in 1926. From 1946 to 1955 the board of trade had control of production, most of which was 
mandated to export in order to raise badly needed foreign exchange. In an article by Eddie Murphy in the UK 
Collector, he states “it is an interesting point that the final production of decorated parian ware in the third black 
mark period, and almost all of the “fancy” ware produced in the first green mark (1946-1955), must have been 
destined solely for export and was probably not made in large quantities, because of the Board of Trade 
scheme, labour and material shortages, and austerity measures in general”. 
 
While anything is possible at Belleek, this author has serious doubts about the Pottery suddenly turning to make 
such a rare piece as Horse and Snake in the period 1946-1955, 4th period, first green mark, when Belleek was 
struggling to get back on its feet under conditions of shortages, rationing and Board of Trade restrictions. 
Foreign exchange was paramount, export, was the order of post war years. This helps to explain why first green 
mark, 4th period pieces are rarely found in Great Britain. Kevin McCann Manager of the warehouse in 1957, 
states about 1% of production went to England. The three principal export countries were America, Canada and 
Australia: as Horse and Snake is a very difficult piece to make, having a loss rate due to leg collapse, it seems 
reasonable that it would not have been a priority in the first decade post World War II, when the Pottery was 
emerging from six years of world strife. 
 
There are at least two examples of Horse and Snake with a third black mark, 1926-1946. The example of Del 
Domke, shown in 2nd Degenhardt, and an example purchased by this author in April 2009. Both carry a third 
black transfer mark. 
 
W and G Baird’s (publishers) catalogue 1227/2/28 shows the Horse and Snake as number 547 for the first time. 
1227 is Baird’s work order number for the Belleek job. 2 represents February and 28 the year 1928. This 
catalogue presents a conundrum as to when the pieces described and pictured in the 60 pages were actually 
made. The third black started about 1926. For every piece illustrated to be a third black, the Pottery would have 
had to manufacture them all, from some time in 1926, when the mark started, to some time in 1927, when an 
order went out to Baird, to produce a catalogue, which they printed in February 1928. Roughly a period of 
about 16 months. To have made all 547 different pieces in that time period, is absurd. Alternatively, all 547 
pieces illustrated, could be 2nd black mark, in inventory, made between about 1891 to 1926, a thirty five year 
span. This is more reasonable. Of course some of the pieces shown could have been made in the new third 
black and as Horse and Snake is assigned the last catalogue number 547 on the last catalogue page, it may well 
have carried the third black transfer. We will never know. W and G Baird published catalogues for Belleek in 
1904, 1923, 1924, 1928, 1931, 1937, 1949, 1969 and 1975. The 1975 was published in Antrim. All the 
preceding were published in Belfast. 
 
Examples of a second black exist. Eddie Murphy the former Chairman of the UK Collectors’ Group, an expert 
on the subject of Belleek, with a vast collection of extraordinary Belleek earthenware and parian, told me of 
having seen many years ago, a 2nd black mark Horse and Snake, on his travels around England. 
 
In addition there is published proof that a second period example exists. At the March 1988 Horace Manning 
Mann auction at Houston, Texas, a manuscript was given to the Belfast born Thomas Corrigan. Dev Miller, and 
Corrigan, members of the Los Angeles Chapter, organized the manuscript, which was copyrighted in 1990 and 
has an introductory page dated November 1992. It was written in the late 1950s by M. A. Jenks. Chapter 3, 
page 15, shows animals of the first and second period. Under the second period title, the first example given, is 
as follows: 1. A Snake crushing a Horse – a powerfully modelled group. 
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This manuscript is the original work of two people. Mrs M. A. Jenks was an English Belleek researcher. She 
had relatives living in the Irish Republic and as a consequence she was in Ireland frequently. Over a number of 
years in the 1950s, she was at Belleek, writing a history of Belleek, the Pottery, the product and the staff. She 
interviewed Kevin McCann, who was Warehouse Manager in 1957. He remembers her visits and inquiries. 
With the help of Tommy Campbell, who had an in depth knowledge of her subject, she used his historic notes. 
Campbell born in 1913, came to the Pottery about 1928. He worked in parian for years, became Manager in 
1976, dying in 1986. The manuscript, still available, has a wealth of information for the Belleek collector. 
On page 124 of Robert Arnold’s ‘The Green Stamp Years’, a dramatic picture window is partially shown of the 
retail shop and showroom just outside the main Pottery building. Kevin McCann as Warehouse Manager was 
responsible for this building. Very old pieces can be clearly seen. Erin, International Centre Piece, Prisoner of 
Love and other early rarities. Mr McCann stated that Horse and Snake, with an old black mark, was also there, 
but not seen, as the photo cuts off, at the right hand side of the window. 
 
When Jim Flanagan joined Belleek at age 15 in 
1953, he helped his father build cabinets for these 
old pieces. They were all transferred into the newly 
built display cabinets which were on the 2nd floor 
room, which later became in addition, the Board of 
Directors meeting room. Jim Flanagan clearly 
remembers transferring Horse and Snake and that it 
was a very old Belleek production. About 1962 the 
old store and showroom were demolished, it is 
thought that some old moulds that were in this 
building were destroyed at that time by accident. 
 
Kevin McCann, Jim Flanagan and Sean O’Loughin 
have well over 100 years of service at Belleek. All 
are now retired. They clearly remember the Horse 
and Snake as being an old mark. Employees with 
their years of experience easily recognised very old 
pieces without having actually seen the mark. They 
were too busy with their jobs to note marks in 
general. Kevin McCann who started in 1935 and 
witnessed his great uncle Johnnie Montgomery 
making Horse and Snake in the third black period, 
was of the opinion that the piece in the 
store/showroom building, was earlier than third 
black. The photo on page 124, shows very old 
Belleek. Marks were not important to workers. An 
expression often used, “Come day, go day, god 
send payday” was enlightening.                                                 The Horse and Snake in Trevor Roycroft's collectionThe Horse and Snake in Trevor Roycroft's collectionThe Horse and Snake in Trevor Roycroft's collectionThe Horse and Snake in Trevor Roycroft's collection    
    
The Horse and Snake in our collection is a pristine example. It is in perfect condition. The horse itself is totally 
bisque (unglazed). The base, tree and snake are finished in a brilliant mother of pearl lustre. In bright sunshine 
the work gives off a certain whiteness found in early first black mark production, before Castle Caldwell ran 
out of feldspar. 
 
We first saw it in 2004. In 2009 we purchased it. Initially the surface on which the entire piece sat was covered 
with a dark green baize flannel. This was used to prevent the original surface from damaging anything the piece 
was placed on. Turned upside down, the cavity had an incredible whiteness to the surface. On this was placed a 
third black transfer mark finely detailed, which contrasted with the white bisque surface. 
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TopTopTopTop: BIII mark with vestigial BI mark below and  : BIII mark with vestigial BI mark below and  : BIII mark with vestigial BI mark below and  : BIII mark with vestigial BI mark below and  
to the right of it.   to the right of it.   to the right of it.   to the right of it.       
Below: enhanced detail of the vestigial BI mark.Below: enhanced detail of the vestigial BI mark.Below: enhanced detail of the vestigial BI mark.Below: enhanced detail of the vestigial BI mark.    
    

One week after receipt, Del Domke had to change plans and travelled via Sacramento, to the 2009 New Jersey 
Convention. He was able to spend 2 hours between trains at our home, our first meeting after years of phone 
calls. I showed him what appeared to be other marks, next to the third black transfer, but time did not allow any 
conclusion as to what they might be. Events in 2010 would change all that, in light of what was discovered. 
 
After Del’s visit, I began to examine the cavity in minute detail. One of the marks to the right of the 3rd black 
transfer looked very old and faded. To the naked eye it appeared as a "W", lying partially sideways. Using a 
Howatt light source and a 16 power jeweller’s magnifier, I could clearly see a group of shamrocks on the right, 
part of a harp and a tower, with a very sharp point. The apex of the tower contained lines running horizontally. 
Next to the shamrocks the letters "EK". I could barely control my emotions on finding this! 
 

The next day I decided to examine the entire bisque cavity 
using various light sources, daylight, sunlight, artificial light, 
and various powers of magnification, one, four and sixteen. 
To the left of the third black transfer in reduced light, the 
word ‘BELLEEK’ 1 ¼” long by ¼” high is found. This is not 
impressed as collectors are used to, with a metal (lead) 
impressor which normally sinks in quite sharply. Rather a 
delft porcelain impressor may have been used to apply the 
word BELLEEK in large letters ¼” high. On page 105 of M. 
A. Jenks, attention is drawn to the reader by paragraph 3. 
This discusses the use of delft in the marking of baskets made 
prior to 1917, “the letters are bigger, thicker, less regular and 
not so sharp as the lead impressors introduced in that year”. 
So according to Jenks and Campbell, for fifty years from 
1867 to 1917, baskets carried marks made by delft, rather 
than lead impressors. The mark described on Horse and 
Snake above, meets the description by Jenks in quotation 
marks above. Further to the right of the third black mark 
transfer is an identical BELLEEK 1 ¼” long by ¼” high. I 
now had a third black transfer, an old partial first period 
transfer very faded and two impressed marks of the word 
BELLEEK. A total of 4 marks. 
 
At this point I had found evidence that this piece while 
carrying a third black transfer, also carried first period marks 
in addition. Not one, but three first marks, in the cavity 
ceiling. I was faced with a real dilemma. Should I proceed 
further and attempt to remove the green baize covering from 
the rim on which the whole piece rested? What might such 
action do to the piece, or the value, now increased by the 
discovery of first period marks in the cavity? What damage 
might occur if the baize was glued on? I took several weeks 
to think about it. Finally, the motto of Terence (180-159 
B.C.) ‘Fortune Favours the Brave’, came to mind and I 
started soaking in ¼” of warm soapy water, over a period of 
several weeks. This soaking was done with meticulous care. 
A soft tooth brush was used to remove the baize, which was 
very time consuming. Finally it was all removed except for 
the tenacious peanut butter coloured glue. This was soaked 
again for weeks and a hard tooth brush used. Finally all the 
glue was gone. The rim on which the piece sits, is now back 
to the original bisque surface that came out of the kiln after 
first firing. 
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The risk taken had paid handsome rewards. Thoroughly dry, the circumferential rim shows six additional 1st 
period marks. At one end of the rim, the single word BELLEEK 2” long 3/8” high can be seen. This is a 
slightly sunk lettering format of large letters. An exact copy of this mark is shown on the inside rear cover of 
Kim Mawhinney’s booklet “Marks of Distinction” which was published in 2005. The third row down, below 
the crown harp impression, shows BELLEEK FERMANAGH. It is the word BELLEEK, height of lettering 
large 3/8”, which is used on the Horse and Snake. The booklet describes pieces at the Ulster Museum collection 
Belfast. A second similar mark appears on one of the sides of the rim quite faint. At the 4, 6, 8 and 1 o’clock 
positions are parts of a first period transfer mark. The original transfer under the glued baize, has actually 
transferred the black design onto the bisque surface. Shamrocks can be seen with a 16 power magnifier and a 
partial tower at these 4 positions of the circumferential irregular rim. At this juncture there is now 
overwhelming evidence of 10 marks, 9 first period marks. 4 impressed and 5 transfers, in addition to a third 
period transfer. All the marks, are on the bottom cavity and rim. 
 
Because of these findings I examined the horse, the upper base, tree trunk, branches and snake, in minute detail. 
There is a small pin point opening on the tree trunk at the back. This allows interior gases to escape from the 
hollow interior, while in the kiln. Otherwise the piece would explode from unvented internal gas pressure. From 
an anatomically correct opening under the horse’s tail, a larger vent hole has been made, to prevent the horse 
from exploding. Tilting the piece at an oblique angle, the left haunch of the horse shows a clear small, 1st period 
transfer, under a very light touch of glaze, the hound, tower, harp and shamrocks, while faint, can’t be 
mistaken. There is very tiny lettering of the word BELLEEK below. The reason a clear transfer is made is that 
it does not detract from the beauty of the piece. 
 
On the right haunch, closer to the rib, a tiny 1st period mark is very lightly impressed. In subdued light the 
hound, harp, shamrocks and tiny worded BELLEEK, can be seen. To the average observer it appears almost 
subliminal. To an experienced collector, it is a joy to discover the touch of a craftsman, so lightly impressed, in 
the recess between rib and haunch. 
 
Next I examined the horse completely inverted. Inside the left thigh an impressed BELLEEK, 1 ¼” long ¼” 
high. This was impressed firmly causing the B in BELLEEK to develop a 1/8” firing crack. These additional 3 
first marks, brings the total found to 13. 12 first and 1 third. 
 
Editor's note:  Trevor supplied many photographs of the various impressed and printed marks that are 
described but these markings show so faintly that our attempts to print them in the Newsletter were 
unsuccessful. 
 

ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    
 
The piece weighs 7 lbs 8 oz or 120 oz. Measuring the base from head to tail direction, it is 13 ¼”. Across the 
base from front to back is 9 ¾” . The height overall is 17 ½”. Upside down the hollow cavity is from left to 
right 11” wide by 7 ½” across. The perimeter rim is highly irregular. 1 ¼” at the widest point and ¾” at the 
narrowest. 
 
In over fifty years of examining Belleek, this piece is the most dramatic. This article describes, for the first 
time, a first black mark example. By NO stretch of the imagination, should it be considered unique, or one of a 
kind. Belleek, this author is convinced, had to make more than a single example in the twenty eight year period 
from 1863 to 1891. It would be very rewarding, if those collectors owning any black mark Horse and Snake, 
gave their piece a meticulous examination again. 
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AddendumAddendumAddendumAddendum    
 
At the time of Del Domke’s visit April 19th 2009, 
he inspected D1804I, a Melon Vine wall bracket (or 
wall pocket). Sometimes called Grape Vine. Such a 
piece, repaired, sold at the Manning Mann Auction, 
Sunday afternoon March 13th 1988, lot number 
0382. This is shown in the Hart gallery catalogue as 
“unique, 2nd mark, 1st impressed”. Mine is perfect 
and similarly marked, with as Del said “the smallest 
impressed Belleek mark he had ever seen”. Mine is 
heavily impressed. 
 
Back of Melon Wall Bracket showing printed second Back of Melon Wall Bracket showing printed second Back of Melon Wall Bracket showing printed second Back of Melon Wall Bracket showing printed second 
period mark and small deeply impressed first period mark.period mark and small deeply impressed first period mark.period mark and small deeply impressed first period mark.period mark and small deeply impressed first period mark.    
 
The impressed mark is identical to the one on the right hand side of the horse, between the rib and the haunch, 
except that it is so lightly impressed, it is extremely hard to photograph and difficult to see, except in reduced 
light. Further, it appears that an effort was made at the Pottery, to fill in the impressed large mark on the rim of 
the word BELLEEK, with ‘slip’, as the fill is of a different white shade, which almost looks darker than the 
original bisque surface. This is also true of the impressed mark, which is found next to the firing crack 
underneath. In both cases, held obliquely, the word BELLEEK clearly shows through.  It is extremely difficult 
to capture these faint marks in a photograph. 
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The author would be remiss however, if certain important information were omitted with regard to three 
principals, namely Napoleon, Victoria and Marengo. Absent any of the three it is probable that Horse and 
Snake wouldn’t exist. 
 

NapoleonNapoleonNapoleonNapoleon    
 
Napoleon is the subject of over 3000 works in London’s libraries. This 
contrasts with less than a shelf on the Duke of Wellington, Arthur 
Wellesley, born Dublin, April 29th of 1769, who defeated Napoleon at 
the Belgian village of Waterloo, June 18th 1815. In the 5th year of her 
reign, Queen Victoria, in 1842, would appoint Wellington Commander 
in Chief of the British army for life. When he died in 1852, it was her 
wish that he be given the largest state funeral ever accorded to a subject 
up to that time and so it was. Napoleon’s lineage goes back to the 11th 
and 14th centuries on his father and mother’s side. He was born August 
15 1769 at Ajaccio Corsica, riding mules as a boy. Corsica was too 
rocky for horses. At age 15, he enrolled at ‘École Militaire’ the French 
equivalent of England’s ‘Sandhurst’, graduating in 53 weeks, 2nd 
Lieutenant at 16. By age 25 and 26 he was Major General, Head of the 
Army of the Interior, then General in Charge of the Army of Italy, 
defeating the Austrians and signing the Treaty of Campo Formio 
October 17th 1796, bringing Austrian rule in Italy to an end. He returned 
a hero to Paris and his wife Rose de Beauharnais, whom he had married a few days before his departure March 
9th 1796 for Italy. He gave her the nickname ‘Josephine’. His campaigns in Egypt, and 2nd Italian campaign 
where ‘Ali’ was nicknamed ‘Marengo’, led in 1802 to his becoming Consul for life. Then in 1809 he divorced 
Josephine and married Marie Louise of Austria, who in 1811 gave him a son Napoleon Francis, King of Rome, 
later Duke of Reichstadt and for brief periods of his father’s abdications of 1814, 1815, Napoleon II. He would 
die of Tuberculosis in 1832, age 21, in Vienna, Austria. 
 
1812 brought the fateful Moscow campaign’s horrendous losses and in 1813 he would suffer a decisive defeat 
at Leipzig. The allies occupied Paris in 1814. Napoleon abdicated in favour of his son. Sent to Elba, he returned 
to France in March 1815, where he was welcomed by the people and the army. 100 days later Louis XVIII was 
restored as Monarch, and at Waterloo, Napoleon was defeated by Wellington, commanding the combined 
armies of Great Britain, Prussia, Austria and Russia. He surrendered to the British army and was banished to St. 
Helena, where he died May 5th 1821. In 1840 his body was brought back to France and to Paris. He rests in 
splendour in the crypt of the Dôme church, Hôtel des Invalides. His remains, within a magnificent, red 
porphyry sarcophagus, resting on green granite, are surrounded by his battle flags, the names of his victories 
inscribed on the surrounding walls. The monument seen each year by innumerable visitors, is under the strict 
jurisdiction of the French army. In a foot note to history, 100 years after his return in 1840, Paris fell to the 
Germans. Hitler ordered the exhumation of his son, Francis Napoleon Bonaparte, buried in Vienna, returned to 
France. He now lies in a tomb close to his father. Napoleon’s brothers, Louis King of Holland and Jerôme King 
of Westphalia are also entombed there. In his will, filled with masterful propaganda, “I desire that my ashes 
should repose on the banks of the Seine, in the midst of the French people whom I have loved so much”. His 
nephew Louis Napoleon III, carried out his uncle’s last request, ordering the return of his remains to Paris. 
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Queen VictoriaQueen VictoriaQueen VictoriaQueen Victoria    
 

Alexandrina Victoria, born May 24th 1819, had as grand parents King George 
III, and Queen Charlotte, who married in 1789. In an example of 
extraordinary fecundity, Charlotte gave her husband fifteen children, nine 
sons and six daughters. The eldest son George and the 4th eldest Edward are 
all that concerns us here, both disliking each other. George Prince of Wales, 
despite fierce opposition from his father, had married in secret, in 1785, a 
twice widowed Catholic beauty, Mrs Fitzherbert. Under the ‘marriage act’, he 
was 23, needing his father’s permission until 25, further, the act of settlement 
required an heir to the throne, to forfeit their right to the crown if married to a 
Catholic. The marriage was illegal. Ten years later 1795, the marriage of the 
prince of Wales to Caroline of Brunswick, his first cousin, took place. Her 
mother Augusta, was George III’s sister, married to the Duke of Brunswick. A 
child Charlotte was born in January 1796, but prior to that the parents 
separated, and the Prince went back to Mrs Fitzherbert. Events regarding 
George III and his mental status appearing about 1788 would change everything for his son George. At times 
his father was lucid. At times George III was a raving lunatic. By 1811 the King was replaced by his son as 
Regent. His marriage to Mrs Fitzherbert although illegal was annulled, in addition. The Regent’s daughter in 
1816 married Leopold of Coburg, the third son of the Prince of Saxe-Coburg. Late autumn of 1817 Charlotte 
went into labour. On the 5th of November she delivered a still born son. The next morning Charlotte died age 
21. The nation mourned the double loss of Charlotte the heiress apparent and her stillborn son, the Heir 
Presumptive. Southey the Poet Laureate expressed the nation's grief in the words ‘low our tree of hope is laid’. 
 

The second oldest child of George III, The Duke of York, failed to produce a legitimate heir. The third oldest, 
William Duke of Clarence, lived with the actress Mrs Jordon openly. Over their years together, she presented 
him with ten children, all illegitimate. Acting, must have been a secondary occupation. Mrs Jordon died in 1816 
in France, and the desperate William trying to produce a legitimate heir, married in haste in 1818 Adelaide of 
Saxe Meiningen, who failed to produce an heir. William did however win the consolation prize when in 1830, 
he succeeded his eldest brother George IV, who became the King when his father George III died in 1820. 
 

This now brings us to the fourth eldest son of George III born November 2nd 1767. He was Edward Duke of 
Kent and Strathearn. For 27 years he had lived with his mistress, a French Canadian Madame de Saint Laurent, 
mostly on the continent. With no heir to the English throne, as J. B. Priestley puts it, “the country was littered 
with illegitimate children of the Royal Dukes and their various mistresses”, Edward, in 1818, abandoned 
‘Madame’, and married Victoria Mary Louisa, the widow of the Prince of Leiningen. She presented him May 
24th 1819, with a daughter. In the presence of the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Regent, her parents, the Duke 
and Duchess of Kent, she was christened Alexandrina Victoria. At eight months, her father would die, January 
23rd 1820, her grandfather George III died 6 days later on January 29th 1820.  George III's son, the Regent, 
crowned George IV in 1821, died in 1830, when his younger brother William IV, would succeed him dying 
June 20th 1837. His niece Alexandrina Victoria, would succeed her uncle and die January 22 1901. Her reign 
the longest in England’s history, lasted almost 64 years, four longer than her grand father George III. In 1858 
Victoria would be at Cherbourg for the unveiling of Napoleon’s ‘Marengo’ bronze. In 1868 she would place an 
order with Belleek for an egg shell Echinus tea set. In 1869 her eldest son Albert Edward, Prince of Wales 
1841-1910 would place an order for a huge dessert service named after him. He was Prince of Wales for 60 
years. Her second son Alfred 1844-1900, created Duke of Edinburgh 1866, purchased a double spouted Chinese 
tea urn and a 13 inch Minstrel comport centrepiece. Victoria, it is reported, gave as a gift, an Echinus tea set, to 
Princess Mary of Teck, at the time of her wedding to Victoria’s grandson, George, 1856-1936. Their wedding 
in 1893, came about when his elder brother Albert died in 1892. George married his brother’s fiancée the next 
year. When Victoria died in 1901 her eldest son, Edward became Edward VII. His surviving son became 
George V in 1910, when Edward VII died. Through strategic marriages, Victoria placed her and Consort 
Albert’s nine children at the courts of Europe. Her patronage of Belleek would bring a rush of orders from 
Princes, Dukes, Earls, emulating the Queen’s choices. It is without doubt that her influence was profound in 
solidifying Belleek 1st black mark period. 
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Skeleton of Marengo (National Army Museum)Skeleton of Marengo (National Army Museum)Skeleton of Marengo (National Army Museum)Skeleton of Marengo (National Army Museum)    

Marengo and some other Marengo and some other Marengo and some other Marengo and some other ffffamous amous amous amous hhhhorses...orses...orses...orses...    
 

“Bring forth the Horse!” … the horse was brought; in truth, he 
was a noble steed..” Lord Byron’s quotation from his poem 
Mazeppa, evokes memories of many historic horses both real 
and mythological. ‘Pegasus’ of Greek fame, “Bucephalus” of 
Alexander the Great. In modern times “Adonis” of George the 
Third and ‘Copenhagen’ ridden by the Duke of Wellington at 
Waterloo. None are more famous today than the horse Marengo, 
which for sixteen years Napoleon rode in battle all over Europe. 
 

At Waterloo ‘Copenhagen’ lashed out at Wellington when he 
dismounted. ‘Marengo’ fled to the village of Waterloo, where he 
was captured by Lt. Henry Petre, of the 6th Inniskillen Dragoons, 
a nephew of Lord Petre. The latter was not at the battle. On the 
field, lay 50,000 animal and human remains, stripped bare by 
looters. Napoleon always rode with two vials of cologne in his 
boots, to mask the odour of the battle field. Marengo captured, 
was taken to England. Exhibited in 1823 at the Waterloo Rooms, 
94 Pall Mall, London, admission 1 shilling. ‘Marengo’ wore the 
same blanket, saddle and boots, he had worn at Moscow. 
‘Marengo’ (originally ‘Ali’) is number 71 of 561 horses, in the 
1809 register of Napoleon’s horses. The French mark their 
horses’ numbers on their flanks, the British on their                     Alexander the Great's BucephalusAlexander the Great's BucephalusAlexander the Great's BucephalusAlexander the Great's Bucephalus 
hooves. French horses were generally not gelded, or their manes 
and tails trimmed. British horses had manes and tails cropped.  
Cropping was finally abandoned on British horses in 1949. 
 

Later Marengo was owned by a descendant of the Russian 
financier J. J. Angerstein. He was put out to stud at Isle of Ely, 
Cambridgeshire, offspring 2 colts and a filly. Born in 1794, he 
died at age 38, at Bradon, Suffolk in 1832. Today, his hide 
remains missing and 2 hoofs, his preserved skeleton, 
articulated by surgeon Wilmott of the London Hospital, resides 
in the Waterloo Gallery of the National Army Museum 
Chelsea. One of the 2 missing hoofs is in the possession of a 
descendent of Angerstein in a bank vault. The other hoof made 
into a snuff box sits on the dining room table of the officers 
mess St. James’ Palace. Inscribed on the top of the hinged lid, 
the following words. “Hoof of Marengo, Barb charger of 
Napoleon, ridden by him at Marengo, Austerlitz, Jena, 
Wagram, in the campaign of Russia and lastly at Waterloo”. 
On the bottom of the lid is inscribed ‘Presented 8th April 1840 
by J. W. Angerstein. Captain Grenadier Guards and Lt. Col. To 

his brother officers of the Household Brigade”. Time heals old wounds. For almost two centuries after 
Waterloo, France and England have not been enemies, but allies. In both World Wars, each of them, would lose 
a generation of their children. 
 

A final thought...A final thought...A final thought...A final thought...    
 

Horse and Snake, as Del Domke states, should be in reality “Horse and Serpent”. South American examples are 
Boa Constrictors, in old world mythology, called Pythons. While D1139-I is the first example known of Horse 
and Snake, in the first black mark period, there may be others surviving. Thorough examination of any black 
period D1139, in different lights, or at oblique angles, could be very rewarding to the owner. 
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Regaining Time in BelRegaining Time in BelRegaining Time in BelRegaining Time in Belleekleekleekleek    ---- part  part  part  part 2222    
((((À la recherche du temps perduÀ la recherche du temps perduÀ la recherche du temps perduÀ la recherche du temps perdu))))    

 

By By By By Neville MaguireNeville MaguireNeville MaguireNeville Maguire    
 
This is the second part of an expanded version of a talk given in October 2010 at our meeting in Woodford. It considers how the 
reconstruction of Belleek’s past can be made with relation to the marks on pieces and the difficulties that occur because of 
assumptions that make up current thinking on the subject. In light of the discussion after the talk and with others it has been expanded 
to consider relevant areas, which were not considered at the time as the talk was more related to parian production. 
 

The previous section set out how back stamps and other printed or impressed marks on pieces could give an 
indication of what was happening at the pottery. This concluding section looks at how the existing periods of 
Belleek Pottery based on the logo is misleading when the timeline of the ownership of the pottery is considered. 
 

Apprentice PiecesApprentice PiecesApprentice PiecesApprentice Pieces    
 
There are just some times when we can get an 
exact date for production of individual pieces 
such as ‘apprentice pieces’, as on an 
earthenware platter with the inscription, 
‘Michael Stephens July 6th 1877’. All the 
‘apprentice’ pieces I have seen have been on 
earthenware, but whether the whole piece was 
produced by the apprentice or some part of it 
is unclear. This allows an exact date for the 
earliest known production of the design and 
pattern of such pieces if there is no other 
evidence but of course it would have been 
produced for some time before the apprentices 
produced their special pieces. Note on this 
piece the impressed date mark for week of 
production in the top right corner is in March 
1877 and this ties in very neatly with the 
inscription of ‘July 6th 1877’, although this is 
nearly four months later. Perhaps the  
production of a special piece at the end of  
training is a tradition that could be revived  
at the present day pottery. 
 
 

The apprentice piece mark on the earthenware platter, abovThe apprentice piece mark on the earthenware platter, abovThe apprentice piece mark on the earthenware platter, abovThe apprentice piece mark on the earthenware platter, above .e .e .e .    
 

    
    
WheWheWheWhere there are no marksre there are no marksre there are no marksre there are no marks 
 

We need to be careful of pieces which are unmarked for they can be from other potteries. The Coalisland 
pottery is well known for producing pieces which are copies from Belleek. When these are unmarked it is only 
the standard of quality that can guide us but this is not infallible. We should not assume an unmarked piece is 
Belleek just because it looks like Belleek.  
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Ulster Pottery, Coalisland Ulster Pottery, Coalisland Ulster Pottery, Coalisland Ulster Pottery, Coalisland 
pieces similar to Belleek’s pieces similar to Belleek’s pieces similar to Belleek’s pieces similar to Belleek’s 
productionproductionproductionproduction    
    
Marked Coalisland piecesMarked Coalisland piecesMarked Coalisland piecesMarked Coalisland pieces    
 
 

    
    

 

AssumAssumAssumAssumptions of tptions of tptions of tptions of the Period of a piecehe Period of a piecehe Period of a piecehe Period of a piece    
 

We also need to be very careful that we do not assume 
pieces are only of the period we have been accustomed 
to. For instance the Belleek Flask illustrated is not 
marked but the colour decoration on the moulding is 
well known and it is usually placed in the first period as 
it has a first period mark in the centre. Recently a flask 
with a second period mark in the centre was found and 
so it is not possible to state that they were only 
produced in the first period any longer. The flask 
illustrated has painted flowers where the mark would 
usually be but we cannot be certain whether it is second 
or first period other than the fact that the colour 
decoration elsewhere is of the first period.  
                                                                                                  Belleek Flask showing decoration on both sidesBelleek Flask showing decoration on both sidesBelleek Flask showing decoration on both sidesBelleek Flask showing decoration on both sides    
    

Destroying information on timeDestroying information on timeDestroying information on timeDestroying information on time    
 

One of the problems that destroys the gathering of information is when backstamps are rubbed off. There have 
been forgeries and they are a real nuisance. However it has been suggested that if you can wash off or rub off 
printed marks then they must be fakes. This is not the case. It is suggested that all genuine marks are under 
glaze and therefore cannot be rubbed off but the pottery did not always glaze the bases of pieces well and so not 
all the backstamps are not under the glaze and can be very easily rubbed off.  The advice is that unless you are 
absolutely certain a mark is a fake, do not touch it and certainly do not rub them off. 
 

Misleading information that confuses retraMisleading information that confuses retraMisleading information that confuses retraMisleading information that confuses retracing time in Belleek productioncing time in Belleek productioncing time in Belleek productioncing time in Belleek production    
 

(a) The ‘Harp’ and ‘Harp and Crown’ impressed mark on earthenware 
 

Earthenware was one of the first types of production at Belleek but it is not until these marks are used that 
earthenware gains its own specific marks. 
 
The ‘Harp’ mark could be impressed or printed and we know from Armstrong’s diaries of 11th August 1864 
that the ‘Harp only’ mark was impressed on each article made with the formula for a Common Printing Body. 
Armstrong writes on 11th August 1864 with the title ‘Printing Body’, ‘Same mixture exactly....this batch I 
propose to keep separate and have it called Harp Body’-. The next page for 15th August is titled, ‘My best 
body’. Then on 2nd September he writes, ‘....this Body to be Impressed with a “Harp” – Harp Body.’ 
Throughout the rest of 1864 he made trials with this body. However it becomes quite confusing as he uses the 
terms, ‘Printing body’, ‘ Harp Body’ and ‘Best Body’ and it would seem that ‘Harp Body’ and ‘Best Body’ 
could almost be interchangeable other than it is improvements on the original mixtures that he is making. 
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Later on 30th May 1868 when the body had been improved still further Armstrong ordered a crown should be 
put over the harp and hence the ‘Crown and Harp’ mark.  The exact wording is as follows in the rough notes 
book for 16th May 1868, ‘Trial of Best Body………this the stamp with Crown over Harp’. 
 
In the large books for 30th May 1868, ‘Body from page 264…The glaze on these plates was perfect indeed in 
every particular the body…… So have a crown over the Harp Body hence be our “Crown harp” —. 
 
The accepted reading of these diary entries is that the dates indicate when both these marks were first used. Yet 
the ‘Crown and Harp’ mark entries of 1868 could also indicate that the mark was in use already and indicated 
the quality of the pieces. It is not helped by the fact that throughout his diaries he refers to ‘Best Body’ without 
attaching a mark. 
 
When Armstrong ordered the ‘Crown and Harp’ mark to be put on in May 1868, he could have been merely 
indicating that the quality of the piece was of a standard that could use the already existing better quality 
impressed mark. Certainly it would seem odd that he suddenly thought of the mark there and then unless he had 
already been thinking of it or it was already in use with the better quality earthenware. The entry for 16th May 
1868 in the rough notebook is ambiguous as it states, ‘Trial of Best Body………this the stamp with Crown over 
Harp’. Does this mean that he still considered he had no ‘Best Body’ for earthenware until this date or that the 
words ‘this the stamp with Crown over Harp’ indicates that it already existed as a mark? What can be stated is 
that this is the earliest known reference to the ‘Crown and Harp’ mark and the earlier reference for the ‘Harp 
only’ mark of 11th August 1864 clearly shows it is probably the first reference to it and the first use of it. As 
such these dates should be used as references for their first use with the proviso that the ‘Crown and Harp’ mark 
could have already been in use. 
 

(b) The end of the First period and Second period require a shift in the time of dates 
 

If we accept the change in Belleek’s production and style as occurring when the backstamps change then we 
merely advocate further confusion in trying to establish the development of Belleek. We confuse the time of the 
change in the development that took place. The change started in 1884 when The Belleek Pottery Works took 
over the pottery which is well before the McKinley Tariff Act took effect in 1891. This was a fundamental 
change of direction from a fairly Victorian development to looking at more contemporary designs and needs 
between 1884 and 1890. We can understand the need to keep to the timing of the marks when we collect, but 
we can confuse ourselves when we then decide that the difference of a first and second mark in 1891 is to do 
with a change in design and style whereas these changes were more to do with the pottery changing ownership 
in 1884. This means that we should not be surprised that there are first period marks for what are usually 
considered second period pieces such as the 5 o’clock set, Shamrock, Neptune, etc. 
 

Shamrock cups and saucers show the development of the basic design from the first period under a new 
management still following the detailed mould designs of the earlier owners, Armstrong and McBirney to later 
period marks and a 
less complicated 
and simpler design. 
They show how the 
small differences in 
design could save 
the pottery money 
by eliminating the 
foot rim from the 
saucer and this also 
helps to date 
unmarked pieces.  
                                      
 
                                                                                                                                                                    Belleek Shamrock cups and saucers showing the development of the moulds usedBelleek Shamrock cups and saucers showing the development of the moulds usedBelleek Shamrock cups and saucers showing the development of the moulds usedBelleek Shamrock cups and saucers showing the development of the moulds used    
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(c) Another confusing conundrum has been the so called ‘two and a half’ backstamp 
 
This clearly spans from the start of the second period into the third. As such it is clearly a misnomer as it does 
not just indicate only the period between the second and third period but also between the first and second 
period. Indeed as such the possibilities of making up names could run rampant with the ‘one and a half’ mark 
for when it was used between the first and second period!!! An ‘Interim’ mark for the second period would 
describe it better and place it where it should be on a Belleek timescale. 
 
There is ample evidence that it was used for small items at the start of the second period in 1890 and also used 
from time to time until the late twenties. In the first instance it was a means of fulfilling the need to show the 
place of origin for the American market without altering the basic backstamp. In the second instance for the 

years of the early twenties it was used for 
similar reasons before they could legally change 
the mark to show the Irish quality of the piece. 
It would also have been useful to have this mark 
for small pieces in between these dates. Clearly 
a mark that could be used whenever they 
wanted during the second period. 
 

 
A ‘Toy Shamrock’ creamer with theA ‘Toy Shamrock’ creamer with theA ‘Toy Shamrock’ creamer with theA ‘Toy Shamrock’ creamer with the first period mark  first period mark  first period mark  first period mark 
with the word ‘Ireland’ underneathwith the word ‘Ireland’ underneathwith the word ‘Ireland’ underneathwith the word ‘Ireland’ underneath    
 

 
Trevor Roycroft and Chris Marvell have written extensively on the ‘Déanta i nÉirin’ addition to the second 
mark in their article, ‘Déanta i nÉirin’: the Belleek Third Period Mark’ in the UK Belleek Collectors’ Group 
Newsletter, number 31/3 of October 2010. Two points stem from this very useful article. Belleek clearly 
wanted to use the Irish Trade mark for some time before they gained permission to use it and so the first mark 
with Ireland underneath it was a means to go half way to emphasise Belleek was in Ireland in the early 
Twenties, in which many pieces with this mark were produced.  
 
Secondly there are two listings for Belleek Pottery in the ‘Directory of Users of the Irish Trade Mark’ of 1931. 
One is for ‘China (Parian) Potters’ and another is for ‘Earthenware Potters’. 
Presumably if there are two listings then there would be two numbers. The first is 
evident in the third period mark for parian pieces started in 1926 but the second is 
perhaps evident in the mark for Melvin Ware which uses the Irish Trade mark 
roundel surrounded by another circle in which it states ‘Melvin Ware’ and 
interestingly ‘Made in Ireland’. This is an anomaly as the wording should have been 
in Gaelic if the rules of the Irish Industrial Development Association were followed 
but then there was no number of registration unlike the ‘0857’ used on the parian 
either. 
 

Melvin Ware backstamp in bluMelvin Ware backstamp in bluMelvin Ware backstamp in bluMelvin Ware backstamp in blue.e.e.e.    
 
It is clear from Trevor Roycroft and Chris Marvell’s article that Belleek wanted to change the stamp when the 
Free State of Ireland and Northern Ireland were established. It can be seen from pieces that must have been 
produced during this period that the so called ‘two and a half’ backstamp was used as an interim mark before 
they could use the new backstamps officially and so also indicate the change in ownership as well.  
 
(d) Impressed First period and printed Second marks on trays 
 
These are known as ‘period of change’ marks, we have surmised that there were a stock of trays that were in 
store with the impressed first period mark and could have been used for a considerable time from 1890 into the 
second period and not just at the change in 1891. 
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(e) Change from Second and Third period Marks 
 
The change from the second period mark to the third period mark presents the same problem as the change 
from the first to the second periods when we use the backstamps for judging time. The pottery actually changed 
ownership in 1919 rather than in 1926 when the backstamp changed. This can now be illustrated as in the 
timeline below which shows how ownership of the pottery predated the change in the backstamp for both the 
second and third periods. The change in ownership and consequently in style and design of Belleek predates the 
change in backstamp. This shows the difficulties of tying changes in style to the change in backstamp rather 
than ownership of the pottery, 
 

The Time Shift in Periods of Belleek Trademarks Compared with Belleek Ownership  
 

Ownership 

1857     -   1884           1884             -            1919                          1919                       -                      1982                                                                   

Armstrong-

McBirney 

Partnership 

The Belleek Pottery Works The Belleek Pottery Ltd  
                

 

 

Trademark Backstamp 

1863       -          1890 1891              -            1926 1926  -    1946 

First Period                          Second Period                          Third Period 

(Melvin Ware  

          ? - 1946) 
 

 

(f) The change in marks for earthenware after 1926 
 

Earthenware has very different backstamps from other Belleek marks for the second and third periods because 
between sometime around 1926-1931 to 1946 the earthenware was called ‘Melvin Ware’. When it was first 

introduced is difficult to be exact. Some sources 
give the Manager at Belleek from 1931-1933, Mr. 
Upton, as introducing the mark in 1932. This is 
questionable as the third period stamp for parian 
was introduced in 1926 and since there appears no 
similar third period Belleek mark on earthenware it 
means that the second period backstamp would 
have been used on earthenware until then. This 
implies that either the second period stamps were 
used on earthenware until 1932 or ‘Melvin Ware’ 
backstamps were introduced earlier in 1926. The 
‘Directory of Users of the Irish Trade Mark’ does 
not help either as it is dated 1931. Just to confuse 
things, many second period pieces can be found 
with either the second period Belleek or ‘Melvin 
Ware’ stamps as the same designs and decorations 
were used. 
 
Two ‘Cow’ Mugs with Belleek second mark and a Melvin Two ‘Cow’ Mugs with Belleek second mark and a Melvin Two ‘Cow’ Mugs with Belleek second mark and a Melvin Two ‘Cow’ Mugs with Belleek second mark and a Melvin 
Ware mark on the otherWare mark on the otherWare mark on the otherWare mark on the other    
 
It has been suggested that Melvin Ware was not 
produced at the pottery itself but at a nearby 
location but this has not been fully established. 
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 It is possible of course that earthenware was still produced in smaller quantities at the pottery as well as at the 
possible Melvin kilns. The demise in the quality of earthenware production is shown in a Melvin Ware teapot 
and creamer below where the transfer has been placed upside down on the creamer. This is surely a mistake that 
would not have been made in earlier production periods.  

  
Melvin Ware teapot and creamer with the transfer upside Melvin Ware teapot and creamer with the transfer upside Melvin Ware teapot and creamer with the transfer upside Melvin Ware teapot and creamer with the transfer upside 
down on the creamerdown on the creamerdown on the creamerdown on the creamer    
 
Just to illustrate the difficulties in sorting out the 
Belleek second period and Melvin Ware marks 
illustrated below is part of an earthenware teaset using 
the ‘Celtic’ decoration that was used on parian ware 
with a Melvin Ware mark and an unknown parian vase 
shape from the ‘Celtic’ series but using an 
earthenware transfer with a green Belleek second 
period mark. This last point is not unusual as many 
earthenware pieces decorated with a green transfer 
used the same colour for the mark. Since the 
decoration in the first and the shape in the second 
clearly belong to the designs being developed in the 
early twenties, the difficulty in trying to place when 
the change from a Belleek mark to Melvin Ware is 
shown.  
 
Melvin WMelvin WMelvin WMelvin Ware ‘Celtic’ earthenware teaset and Belleek parian are ‘Celtic’ earthenware teaset and Belleek parian are ‘Celtic’ earthenware teaset and Belleek parian are ‘Celtic’ earthenware teaset and Belleek parian 
vase  …and their marksvase  …and their marksvase  …and their marksvase  …and their marks    
 
 

There is an interesting change of wording in the 
catalogues to describe earthenware from the earlier 
and the later catalogues. The front cover of the 1904 
catalogue gives a general heading of ‘Earthenware’ 
followed by a list of 13 types of production ‘and all 
the general lines of earthenware’ but the 1928 
catalogue reduces this to ‘and Makers of General 
Earthenware’. This signals the demise of earthenware 
production and the 1928 catalogue is placed neatly 
into the middle of the disputed change of marks from 
second period to Melvin Ware for earthenware. 

 
 
(g) The "ABC" marks. 
 
After much deliberating on what these marks could mean I was able to first reveal to 
the Group at the Ongar meeting on 14 April 2002 that these marks were found only on 
Melvin Ware and were brought in by the Government for domestic items during the 
Second World War as part of the war effort and were not originated by the Belleek 
Pottery. They were a classification of types of domestic pottery for production. 
 

Melvin Ware mark with an ‘A’ in a circMelvin Ware mark with an ‘A’ in a circMelvin Ware mark with an ‘A’ in a circMelvin Ware mark with an ‘A’ in a circle for productionle for productionle for productionle for production    
during the Second World War, 1939during the Second World War, 1939during the Second World War, 1939during the Second World War, 1939----1941941941945.5.5.5.    
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Post 1946 marksPost 1946 marksPost 1946 marksPost 1946 marks    
 

The marks from the earlier periods are sometimes difficult to understand in the development of Belleek and 
changes in ownership of the pottery.  But whilst the post 1952 marks coincide with changes in ownership until 
1980 the recent introduction of myriad marks to mark various short term events merely adds to the confusion of 
the earlier marks as they are so similar. This is shown by reading any number of descriptions on Ebay and the 
mistakes in attributing a time of production. 
 
Perhaps the greatest misconception about Belleek and its collectors can be seen when Belleek is considered to 
be about Shamrocks and parian. Clearly there is a following for the Shamrock decorated pieces as then people 
are buying a piece of Irish production with the Irish symbol of eternal Irish values upon it. It always was and 
always will be. Therefore when buying a piece of Belleek, especially with Shamrocks, it has the effect of 
buying part of our past and a symbol of heritage. This is a total misconception as most of our forefathers in 
Ireland would have bought the earthenware rather than the more prodigious parian. It was the earthenware that 
supplied most of the daily needs of the Irish people as they required mugs, milk pans, bed pans, plates and jelly 
moulds and so on.  It is as if by buying the parian now we are reaffirming our own advancement in wealth over 
our forefathers by buying what they would not have bought. It is noteworthy that it is mainly the parian that 
Irish emigrants took with them all over the world, especially those that came from the counties nearer to 
Belleek. Presumably this is because parian was so highly prized and prestigious and was taken as a lasting 
reminder for the emigrant of home rather than to be used. 
 
Time in Belleek can only be regained if we question our accepted conceptual field or mind maps of what we 
think was the development and time scale of the pottery. Too many theories are based on opinion that has 
developed in recent times without regard to considering the difference in the social, historical and ceramic 
context of the pottery’s development. (See Belleek in Context for a fuller consideration). Equally there are too 
many recently made up names for pieces that have no connection with the pottery’s naming of pieces. A case in 
point is the ‘Pattern X’ used as a name for a bone china design. It appears to first surface in Marion Langham’s 
book on Belleek Parian where it is placed among parian tea sets without stating it is bone china. It is as 
incongruous in name as it is in placing it with known names for Belleek parian tea sets. We know now that the 
shapes were called, ‘Paris, Derry, Greenore block handle and Greenore ring handle’ and these should be used 
for clarity.  
 
The shift in timescale between the dates for the Belleek markings and Belleek ownership is crucial to 
understand Belleek’s development but this is not always referred to and rather it is the change in backstamps 
that is used to suggest a crucial change. This prevents a clear understanding of the development and regaining 
Belleek’s timeline. Proust not only reconstructed the past for himself but brings it into his present time. This is 
exactly the reverse of what needs to happen when considering Belleek’s timescale. From our present time we 
need to understand how the past constructed its own development and not impose our view of those times. The 
context of each era of Belleek’s development needs to be taken into account and how they differ from our own 
time and ethos without pushing them into a distant past that is totally different from our own. A middle path is a 
steady course to guide us in reconstructing Belleek’s past time. 
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William Wood GalliWilliam Wood GalliWilliam Wood GalliWilliam Wood Gallimoremoremoremore    ----    the Trenton Years, the Trenton Years, the Trenton Years, the Trenton Years, 1886188618861886----1983198319831983    
 

by Scott Anderson & Judi Wellsby Scott Anderson & Judi Wellsby Scott Anderson & Judi Wellsby Scott Anderson & Judi Wells    
Yardley, Pennsylvania, USAYardley, Pennsylvania, USAYardley, Pennsylvania, USAYardley, Pennsylvania, USA    

 

After Paul Tubb authored an article on William Wood Gallimore in June 2007 for the POTS (Potteries of 
Trenton Society) newsletter, we shared our Gallimore and Trent Tile research with him and his wife, Pat. 
 
Since Mr. Tubb presented a comprehensive picture of Gallimore’s early life in England and Ireland, we have 
collaborated with the Tubbs to document the Gallimore family‘s years in Trenton, New Jersey, USA. 
 
From their 1886 arrival in “the Staffordshire of America” until the last family member passed away in 1983, the 
Gallimore family resided in Trenton almost 100 years!  However, the question remains why William Wood 
Gallimore would uproot his entire family, including his widower father, and herd his brood of eight across the 
pond for a fresh start in New Jersey.  Trenton was hardly a foreign city, since so many of their countrymen 
were already here.  Indeed, Trenton’s numerous English immigrants were from the pottery towns of 
Staffordshire, just like Gallimore.  At least one modeller and one decorator, who had worked with W.W. 
Gallimore in Belleek, Ireland, were already in Trenton—William Bromley and Ebenezer Swann.  Was Bromley 
luring potters from Belleek to Trenton, the same way he persuaded them to leave Staffordshire for Belleek in 
1863?  And there were others who had already sailed west. 
 
Could Gallimore have seen an advertisement in The Staffordshire Sentinel from one of the Trenton potteries?  
Today, in the US, William W. Gallimore is primarily associated with the Trent Tile Company.  Was he 
recruited by Alfred P. Lawshe of Trent Tile for his well-known modelling talents?  Dust-pressed tiles were not 
exactly his forte in England, but art tile production was a new and expanding industry in the US, especially in 
Trenton, New Jersey (NJ).  Was there a job offer in Trenton which did not materialize, forcing Gallimore to 
accept the tile work instead? 
 
Gallimore's traveling companion from England, Elijah Chetwynd, was also a modeller—were they both headed 
to the Chetwynd pottery in East Liverpool, Ohio?  If so, why didn’t Gallimore go?  The American Belleek 
industry was launched in Trenton at the end of 1882 by Ott & Brewer.  With his experience, Gallimore would 
have had no problem securing a position with any Trenton pottery that wanted to introduce a new line.  Why 
didn’t he?  Maybe William and his wife, Mary Elizabeth, decided to make this move for their children's future.  
They left no family behind in England, and Trenton definitely offered a productive second career for Gallimore, 
but would Trenton offer a better life for the entire family?  When you hear their story, you may not think so. 
 
Whatever reason the Gallimores came, it must have been something specific which brought William W. 
Gallimore to Trenton in 1886.  Their trip was so well orchestrated, and they settled immediately into their new 
home in Trenton—it is obvious there was purpose in their relocation.  Whether their original plan came to 
fruition, or whether they regrouped and devised a new one, Trenton should honour this Englishman named 
William Wood Gallimore, who left his handprint on the American pottery industry. 
 

    
Trent Tile Company (1886 Trent Tile Company (1886 Trent Tile Company (1886 Trent Tile Company (1886 –––– 1892) 1892) 1892) 1892)    
 
It is no secret that the pottery industry in Trenton, NJ, was created by English potters.  Even though US pottery-
making in the mid-nineteenth century was a cottage industry, the influx of factory experienced operatives from 
abroad jump started the ceramics industry in a country not widely recognized for industry of any kind.  It was 
the 1876 Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (down river from Trenton), which introduced the 
US to the world, and vice versa.   
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US spectators also got their first look at the incredible Irish Belleek on display.  At that event, Trenton’s 
potteries won awards for their ceramics, due mostly to the Englishmen.  By 1880, a new period had begun in 
the Trenton potteries—American Belleek was introduced, Delft ware was gaining popularity and the decorative 
arts were expanding.  The US tile industry was born at this time and was especially active in Trenton.  By the 
time Gallimore emigrated from England in 1886, all of this activity was at its peak.  Not only was the pottery 
industry booming, but by 1883, Trenton’s English immigrants had become a prominent factor in the local 
economy and culture.  Where the English had at first kept to themselves, and created strong support groups, 
now they organized social organizations, such as the Sons of St. George and the Anglo-American Republican 
Club (which announced its organizational meeting in the fall of 1886).  As Gallimore arrived at the “English 
Colony” in Trenton, the residents were actively seeking US citizenship and participating in civic and political 
activities.  Trenton embraced the English, welcoming them with open arms.  And the English reciprocated. 
 

William Wood Gallimore arrived in the US 
on 19 April 1886 aboard the “Etruria” with 
his 13-year-old son, William Jr., at his side.  
From New York City, they made their way 
to Trenton, NJ, and took rooms at the new 
Hotel Windsor, which was reported in the 
local papers and the 1886 Trenton city 
directory.  Three months later the rest of the 
Gallimore family arrived—time to find a 
home to rent and to settle into a new job.  
Once Mary Elizabeth, the remaining 
children and Gallimore’s father arrived on 
16 July, having traveled on the “City of 
Rome”, the family of 11 moved into 471 
Bellevue Avenue.  Their new home was on 
the “West End” of the Trenton city limits, 
adjacent to Cadwalader Park which opened 
in 1888.  Their house is gone now, but 
Trenton tax records (with 1956 photos) and 
a 1905 atlas in the Trentoniana Room of the 
Trenton Free Public Library show a large, 
three-story, frame house, with a mansard 
roof, situated on a broad, tree-lined street 
with the trolley line running along Prospect 
Street just four houses away. 
 
At least two US companies were making 
encaustic tiles by 1876, but the Centennial 
Exhibition in Philadelphia that same year 
would eventually send US tile makers down 
a different path.  Leading the charge in 1878 
was Low Art Tile near Boston, 
Massachusetts, with their high relief, glossy 
art tiles made from a dust-pressed white 
clay body and designed for walls and 
fireplaces.  At least twenty-five US ceramic 
tile companies were founded by 1894, with 
several in New Jersey.  Two prominent 
producers emerged in Trenton by the early 
1880s.   
 
Tile panels by Gallimore for Trent TileTile panels by Gallimore for Trent TileTile panels by Gallimore for Trent TileTile panels by Gallimore for Trent Tile    
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The first, Trent Tile Company, was originally founded as the Harris Manufacturing Company in March 1882 to 
manufacture porcelain spinning rings for the textile industry in New England.  When this product line failed, 
the idle factory was converted to ceramic tile production.  When the new venture proved profitable, the name 
was changed to Trent Faience Works in the fall of 1883, and later to Trent Tile Works.  The owners promised, 
in a lengthy Trenton Times article, to “hire a designer of international reputation”, which proved to be Isaac 
Broome.  Truth was, Mr. Broome was a sculptor working in Philadelphia, who had been brought to Trenton by 
Ott & Brewer to produce parian works for the Centennial Exhibition, and had left Trenton by 1880 to teach art 
in Dayton, Ohio.  He returned to model art tiles for the new company, and was said to be so prolific that many 
designs remained after he left in 1885 to start the competing Providential Tile Company.  By the time 
Gallimore arrived in Trenton, Broome was already listed in the 1886 Trenton city directory as a principle in his 
new enterprise! 
 
William W. Gallimore succeeded Isaac Broome as modeller at Trent Tile.  Was this serendipitous for 
Gallimore, or was it the real reason he moved to Trenton, NJ?  The transition between modellers was evidently 
smooth, as no items have been found in the local newspapers.  It was not until 1889, in the “Saturday Gossiper” 
column of The Trenton Times, that it was next reported the “Misses” Gallimore (Marian and Madeline) assisted 
their father at the tile company and “executed some modellings which evince a true appreciation of art.”  
Marian later received recognition, along with Flora, from Edwin Atlee Barber (1893) as “clever modellers of 
floral designs for applied ornamentation”.  At age 20 in 1893, William Jr. was the first of the Gallimore 
children to be listed in the Trenton city directory—as a modeller.  Most likely, young Gallimore worked at 
Trent Tile, as well as the rest of the Gallimore offspring, when their turn came, even though the city directories 

are silent on this point.  In his 1893 book, Mr. Barber 
reports that all of the tile designs were produced by 
Gallimore, with the dies being made by his son.  William 
W. Gallimore was not known to sign his tiles as was 
Broome, but Norman Karlson states in his book on art 
tile that the “Trent Tile Company’s most artistic work 
was produced in its early years when Isaac Broome and 
William Gallimore created their heavily modelled and 
glazed tiles“.  Even now, it is sometimes difficult to 
distinguish between tiles modelled by Gallimore and 
Broome, except for Broome’s distinctive initials.  When 
Gallimore lost his right arm to a shooting accident, and 
had to retrain himself to use his left hand, did he also 
train his children as his assistants to compensate for his 
disability?  Is it possible that some of the tiles attributed 
to his father were actually modelled by William Jr., or 
his other siblings, who worked at the tile company 
alongside their famous father? 

 
Relief tile plaque by W.W. Gallimore of Edwin Barber which Relief tile plaque by W.W. Gallimore of Edwin Barber which Relief tile plaque by W.W. Gallimore of Edwin Barber which Relief tile plaque by W.W. Gallimore of Edwin Barber which 
BBBBarber used as his frontispiece toarber used as his frontispiece toarber used as his frontispiece toarber used as his frontispiece to his book. his book. his book. his book.    
 

 
While still working at Trent Tile, William W. Gallimore gained attention for his work beyond tile modelling.  
Obviously, Trent Tile allowed him the freedom to take on commissions.  In 1888, Gallimore modelled “fancy 
sets” for Burroughs & Mountford’s entry in the Pottery and Porcelain Exhibition which was held at the 
Pennsylvania Museum and School of Industrial Arts in Philadelphia.  This supports Mr. Tubb’s proposition that 
Gallimore performed contract work.  Since there is no evidence that either Joseph Burroughs or Elijah 
Mountford were acquainted with Gallimore in England, they had most likely heard about his work once he 
arrived in Trenton.  At the 1889 exhibition, Burroughs & Mountford won four medals and two cash prizes for 
their pottery work, but without the assistance of Gallimore.  This is only one example of a special commission 
executed by W.W. Gallimore (as he was usually known professionally), but there are surely more to be 
discovered. 
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Published histories of Trent Tile Company disagree as to when Gallimore left, but the Trenton Times reported 
that Gallimore resigned from the tile company at the end of 1892.  After he “retired”, he was still listed in the 
city directory until he died, but there was no occupation named.  Instead, Gallimore advertised as a modeller in 
the business listings of the Trenton city directory between 1895 and 1900 in the hopes of securing commissions.  
There was plenty of competition, since three other modellers—C.H. Hansen, L.M. Crozer and Peter Korzilius—
were advertising at the same time.    One of the projects which Barber attributes to Gallimore is a “finely 
modelled coat-of-arms of the State of New Jersey, designed for architectural embellishment”.  Prior to 1880, 
many potteries in Trenton did not employ their own designers, modellers or decorators, but by the late 1880s, it 
was common practice for potteries to hire their own designers and modellers, while also maintaining a 
decorating staff, many of which were English.  Dick Sigafoose, in his 1998 “American Art Pottery” book, 
writes that, in 1893 “W.W. Gallimore was commissioned to execute some designs” for the C. Pardee Works in 
Perth Amboy, NJ—an indication that he obviously took on commissions after his years at the tile company.  
Those are Gallimore’s “lost” years—a seven year body of work yet to be revealed! 

 
 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
The 1900 Trenton Business Directory with Gallimore's entry in the The 1900 Trenton Business Directory with Gallimore's entry in the The 1900 Trenton Business Directory with Gallimore's entry in the The 1900 Trenton Business Directory with Gallimore's entry in the 
category of "Modelers and Designers"category of "Modelers and Designers"category of "Modelers and Designers"category of "Modelers and Designers"    
 
 
 

 

Gallimore’s Commissions (1893 Gallimore’s Commissions (1893 Gallimore’s Commissions (1893 Gallimore’s Commissions (1893 –––– 1900) 1900) 1900) 1900)    
 
In 1894, William Jr. took on an investor to open the Minerva Pottery in Trenton.  Is this a coincidence, or 
possibly an attempt by Mr. Gallimore to set up his son in business?  According to the Trenton Times on 24 
May, the Minerva Pottery produced ware which evinced “originality in conception and a boldness in execution 
that…augurs auspiciously for their success.”  The article described a unique umbrella stand, as well as a china 
curtain pole, and listed additional pieces planned for production.  Also, one year earlier, Barber wrote that “Mr. 
W.W. Gallimore’s sons, William and Jesse, have recently commenced business in their own account, under the 
supervision of their father, as designers and modellers of useful, ornamental, and figure subjects,—the sons 
having inherited the artistic talents of their father and grandfather.”  Both sons—the two oldest brothers?  
Evidently, the company did not survive, since no additional information about this venture has been found.  It is 
also not clear what work Gallimore’s sons pursued after this failed venture, unless they returned to the tile 
company.  In the Trenton city directory, William Jr. is listed as a modeller from 1893 to 1901, and after that as 
either a modeller or designer.  Jesse was never listed in the city directory until the year he passed away. 
 
The following year, on 16 February 1895, The Trenton Times reported that William W. Gallimore collaborated 
with Joseph Mayer, of the Arsenal Pottery, in opening a school of art and design in Philadelphia “where they 
propose to do work of a special character.”  Interestingly, three years earlier The Trenton Times reported on a 
new modelling and designing school to be opened in Philadelphia by the American Potters Association in 
cooperation with the Pennsylvania Museum and Industrial Arts School.  The Museum did open its proposed 
school of industrial art, but it is not certain whether the Mayer-Gallimore institution ever got off the ground. 
Could this be the reason Gallimore resigned from Trent Tile—to teach?  A short steamboat ride up the 
Delaware, in Trenton, The School of Industrial Arts was formally opened in 1898, with the English ceramist 
Charles F. Binns as the first principal.  Even though no connection has been established with Gallimore, one 
must wonder if he may have taught there, since most of the instructors were hired from the Trenton industrial 
complex. 
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Some sources report that Gallimore worked for the Ceramic Art Company (1889-1906), as well as other 
Trenton potteries, designing and modelling the new American Belleek, one of these being Mr. Barber.  He goes 
on to say that Gallimore has “designed some of the best vases and other pieces for the Ceramic Art Company”, 
as well as other makers of American Belleek and other establishments.  This is difficult to confirm without 
having actual works to study, but according to the Kovels, Gallimore, like Isaac Broome, modelled a Toby mug 
for the Ceramic Art Company in 1896.  His image of William Penn is a “knee-length” figure with a handle 
composed of an Indian head with feathers.  With his talents, surely Gallimore created more for Mr. Lenox than 
a mug.  Indeed, Gallimore’s obituary in the Crockery & Glass Journal reported that he had worked for the 
Ceramic Art Company.  In a completely 
different artistic venue, Gallimore received an 
1899 patent for a lamp base in the form of a 
dragon, which he assigned to The American 
Lamp and Brass Company of Trenton, NJ.  
(This company was loosely connected to the 
Swann family, one of which served as a pall 
bearer for Gallimore.)  With just these few 
examples, it is apparent that William W. 
Gallimore was exceedingly busy after leaving 
Trent Tile. 
 
William Gallimore Jr. was listed in the city 
directory as a modeller in the nine years 
spanning 1893 to 1901.  Before his name first 
appeared at age 20, he possibly had sufficient 
time to serve as an apprentice to learn the 
pottery trade.  The Trenton city directories did 
not provide employer information, but it is 
safe to assume that he had worked alongside 
his father at the Trent Tile Company, as well 
as his siblings.  They created sculpted, glazed 
art tiles which were used to decorate 
fireplaces, walls, etc., but were also 
considered works of art to frame for display.  
In 1902, William’s occupation in the 
directory changed to designer.  In October 
his name appeared in the Trenton Times, 
because he was seriously ill and had been 
out of work from the Elite Pottery, on 
Enterprise Avenue near Mulberry Street.  
Situated next to the Trent Tile facility, this 
new, strictly modern pottery producing 
sanitary ware had first fired their kilns in 
July that same year.  Samuel Bedson, a 
principle stockholder, married one of the 
daughters of Henry Darling, whom William 
had worked under at Trent Tile Company.  
By November William had been “advised 
by his physician to go to Colorado or some 
other clime conducive to his health.”  He 
apparently did not heed this warning, since 
he appeared in the city directory working 
continuously through 1908. 
                                                                                   Gallimore's 1899 patent for the "dragonGallimore's 1899 patent for the "dragonGallimore's 1899 patent for the "dragonGallimore's 1899 patent for the "dragon" base" base" base" base    
                            [Ed: possible shades of Irish Belleek here?][Ed: possible shades of Irish Belleek here?][Ed: possible shades of Irish Belleek here?][Ed: possible shades of Irish Belleek here?]    
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What was happening in the social lives of the Gallimores?  The children’s ages ranged from 19 to 3, when they 
arrived in Trenton, with the two oldest children (Flora and Marian) past school age.  In 1887, on 29 July, the 
newest and last addition to their family arrived—Archibald Mercer Gallimore.  Was his middle name taken 
from Mercer County, where Trenton is situated?  He was an all-American boy, as several newspaper accounts 
attest to (he had a penchant for trouble), and was the one offspring who did not ply his father’s trade, but 
became an electrician.  Because the 1890 US Census had burned, the 1895 New Jersey State Census was the 
first time the entire family (except for Gallimore’s father) had been recorded, even though it was hardly more 
than a head count.  Using their ages in 1895 in parenthesis, the Gallimore sibling line-up started with three 
daughters:  first born was Flora (28), followed by the “Misses Gallimore”—Marian (27) and Madeline (26), 
while the remaining six children were sons—“the Gallimore brothers”—William Jr. (22) heading the list, 
followed by Jesse (19), Bertram (17), Lawrence (15), Victor (12) and Archie (8).  The local newspapers 
reported very little on William and Mary Elizabeth’s social activities, but all of the Gallimore children were 
quite active in the community.  Flora wrote poetry, the Misses Gallimore were frequent guests at parties, 
William Jr. was a competitive bicycle enthusiast, Jesse was an accomplished violinist in the YMCA orchestra, 
Bertram joined the US Army drill team, Victor was an avid wheelman (bicyclist) and Archie was active on 
many local sports teams.  These are only a few of their activities, but from all indications, the Gallimore 
offspring, who worked hard and played even harder, were well adjusted and well liked in the community. 
 
The Gallimores were enjoying their new life in Trenton, when their first major tragedy struck.  On 29 April 
1891, William W. Gallimore’s father died from an unreported cause (no death certificate was located) at age 84.  
Because there was no 1890 US Census burned, there is not much known about his five years in the United 
States.  He was listed in the Trenton city directories as an engraver from 1887 until his death, but an obituary in 
the Daily State Gazette on 4 May notes that he “interested himself in botany and other scientific pursuits for 
which he had a fondness and aptitude.”  It is not clear whether he ever worked in Trenton, or whether he was 
enjoying his retirement years. Barber was apparently friendly with the Gallimore family and wrote in his 1893 
book that William W. Gallimore Sr. created one last piece of work a short time before his death—a 
chrysanthemum design for transfer printing for J.E. Jeffords & Co. in Philadelphia.  The same obituary gave his 
birth date as 1807, in Staffordshire, “where the family had been located since the Conquest”, and went on to say 
that Mr. Gallimore had “won many honors for himself” as an artist and engraver of copper plates.  The funeral 
service, held at his son’s home on Bellevue Avenue, was largely attended by prominent people, including 
“representatives of the English Colony” in Trenton.  He was buried in Riverview Cemetery in the first of the 
Gallimore family plots, where later his son and two of his grandchildren, Jesse and Lawrence, would be 
interred.  Winterthur is fortunate to house a collection of proofs and original drawings from his engravings, 
which were given, in 1892, by W.W. Gallimore to Edwin Atlee Barber (1851-1916), a scholar and prolific 
writer, who was the Director of the Pennsylvania Museum in Philadelphia and authored “The Pottery and 
Porcelain of the United States” (1893), which is still an indispensable reference work. 
 
Even though the US census records provide conflicting information about the citizenship of individual 
Gallimore family members, William W. Gallimore’s 1895 Declaration of Intentions is on file in the New Jersey 
State Archives.  In fact, the 1900 US Census notes this fact.  However, he died before he completed the process 
and was never awarded US citizenship status.  In 1904, William Jr. and Victor received their papers and 
became US citizens.  It is likely Bertram became a citizen via his WWI enlistment in the US Army, since no 
court records have been found regarding his citizenship (the 1920 US Census notes that he was naturalized in 
1919).  Mary Elizabeth Gallimore was never a US citizen, since her husband never became a citizen.  Their 
daughters were also not citizens for the same reason, and because neither of them ever married.  Archie 
Gallimore was the only family member who was born in the US and gained US citizenship by this fact alone.  
Naturalization was a local process in the state or district courts, which transferred to the federal government 
around 1906, so it is often difficult to research local court records to find this information.  New Jersey is 
fortunate to have their naturalization records indexed and easily accessible to the public. 
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The First Gallimore Burial Plot Fills Up (1The First Gallimore Burial Plot Fills Up (1The First Gallimore Burial Plot Fills Up (1The First Gallimore Burial Plot Fills Up (1898 898 898 898 –––– 1901) 1901) 1901) 1901)    
 
After William Jr., Jesse Albert Gallimore, at age 22, was the second of W.W. Gallimore’s sons to be listed in 
the 1898 city directory.  Jesse worked as a modeller, like his father and brother, but there is no documentation 
where any of them were employed.  We assume the brothers both worked at Trent Tile, alongside their father.  
Similar to his older brother, Jesse’s name did not appear in the city directory until enough time had elapsed for 
an apprenticeship to be completed (about seven years).  The question is—if this is the case, was it served with 
his father, or at another pottery?  There were numerous potteries on Prospect Hill near their home, while Trent 
Tile was across town.  While Jesse’s name appeared in the newspapers a few times, his obituary in the Trenton 
Evening Times noted that he “was well known and highly esteemed by the younger people of the city.”  After 
his funeral, the Daily State Gazette wrote that Jesse “was a young man of artistic tastes, and these led him to 
adopt music as a pastime and modelling as a business.  He was proficient in both.”  Not much more has been 
learned about Jesse, since he died on 9 December 1898 at age 22 from phthisis—a wasting away of the body 
related to TB, or consumption.  His passing foreshadowed a four year reign of death on the Gallimore family. 
 
Just one month later, Lawrence died, on 6 January 1899, at age 18, from consumption.  No occupation was 
noted on his death certificate, there was no personal information in the newspaper obituaries, and his name 
never appeared in the city directory.  This is all that is known about Lawrence.  However, Bertram, 21, and 
Victor, 16, were both listed in the 1899 city directory for the first time.  Bertram was a student—probably at 
one of the Trenton business schools, since he was four years out of high school.  Victor was a clerk, but the 
employer was not named—it is obvious that he left school to work.  After two tragic and unexpected deaths so 
close together, maybe William and Mary Elizabeth were trying to save their remaining children from the death 
curse of “potters’ consumption” by steering them into safer occupations. 
 
According to his death certificate, Wm. W. Gallimore [sic] died on 28 July 1900 at his home, as the result of a 
cerebral hemorrhage.  He was 59 years of age.  Three days later, following the funeral at his Bellevue Avenue 
home, attended by friends and family who overflowed the house, he was buried privately in the same Riverview 
plot alongside his father and two sons, Jesse and Lawrence.  It had only been about a-year-and-a-half since their 
deaths.  As an indication of his stature in the community, many floral tributes were received.  The American 
Potters’ Journal obituary on 3 August stated that Gallimore died from “the effects of a stroke of apoplexy”.  He 
had survived less than one day.  The write-up also reports that he “came from a well-known family of 
modellers” and from 1886 through 1892 “he did all the designing at the Trent Tile Co.”  Fifty years later, Harry 
J. Podmore (from a pottery family himself) honored William W. Gallimore in his “Trenton in Bygone Days” 
column by divulging that Gallimore was born in Burslem, England, to a family of modellers.  Mr. Podmore also 
wrote that Gallimore was employed for about six years at the Belleek pottery in Ireland, and “[p]rior to coming 
to the United States, Gallimore was recognized as a master modeller in his native England”.  Since arriving in 
Trenton, he was the fourth in his family to die, in less than ten years. 
 
Pall bearers might not normally be given much attention.  However, taking a look at each of the six men, who 
knew William W. Gallimore personally and professionally, provides insight into a famous ceramic artist about 
who very little is known.  So, who were his associates? 
 

(1) C.H. Hansen was a modeller, like Gallimore, who by all indications worked independently, was not 
employed by any particular pottery in Trenton and who also took commissions in other cities.  He was 
most likely Scandinavian, his first name being Christian.  He and his wife lived in the heart of the 
Trenton business district, with his studio in the same building, like many of the city’s artists, such as 
Broome.  It is not hard to imagine that he and Gallimore would be acquainted, because they both 
worked in tiles, even though Hansen had designed for Providential Tile Company, a competitor with 
Trent Tile. 
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(2) Another friend from the pottery industry was James Barlow, who lived out Brunswick Avenue, beyond 
Ebenezer Swann and Henry Darling.  A modeller by trade, in 1900 he had become Manager of the 
Mercer Pottery, which was purchased in 1875 by James Moses and developed into one of the best 
known and most successful producers of crockery and quality dinnerware.  Barlow was English, and 
with his son, Harry, utilized the resources of the pottery and the local YMCA to train aspiring 
operatives. 

(3) By 1900 the Englishman Henry Darling had been retired two years as Manager of the Trent Tile 
Company, where he had worked for ten years.  During the next three years he traveled regularly to 
Europe as a merchant, but it is not certain which company he represented.  Gallimore started at Trent 
just two years before Mr. Darling, so they worked together only four years.  Maybe it was Darling who 
allowed Gallimore’s talented children to work at Trent, even after their father died.  Darling himself 
died in 1901, at age 61, leaving his wife, Dorothy, and several children who also worked in the 
potteries. 

(4) George Holcombe, a Jersey boy and the youngest of the pall bearers.  He owned a modest home in the 
Lamberton pottery district of Trenton, which may explain his friendship with one of Trenton’s most 
famous modellers.  As a reporter for the Daily State Gazette, he wrote a regular column called Town 
Talk, and was active in the Trenton Press Club.  In the Trenton Times (a daily competitor), it was 
reported that he was something of a music composer, having published several popular songs.  He never 
realized greatness in either endeavor, because an automobile accident took his life on New Year’s Eve 
in 1904.  At 42, he was survived by his wife and three daughters. 

(5) E. Swann, or Ebenezer W. Swann, was an independent china and glass decorator, whom Gallimore 
probably knew in Belleek, Ireland.  Born in England, Swann came to the US in 1873 and may have 
worked with his brother, Edward, in Sandwich, Massachusetts, before settling in Trenton about 1890.  
Not much is known about his tenure in Trenton, but his large family lived on Brunswick Avenue, where 
he maintained his decorating business, near the potteries of East Trenton.  When Swann died in 1923, 
he was buried in a plot almost adjacent to Gallimore’s in Riverview Cemetery.  Whether or not they 
worked alongside each other in Trenton, they obviously maintained a social relationship that may have 
survived from their days in Ireland. 

(6) Last on the list of Gallimore’s friends and acquaintances was E.B. (Edward) Sterling, a neighbor from 
the Prospect Hill area, where Gallimore lived in Trenton.  He was not in the pottery business, but was 
listed in the city directory either as a negotiator or a broker.  Also born in New Jersey, he was not in the 
ranks of the Englishmen, and, at age 48, was another young friend of Gallimore’s. 

 
With so much press attention given to W.W. Gallimore and his father at their deaths, it is surprising that they 
were both buried in unmarked graves, as was the entire family.  Many pottery people are buried in Trenton’s 
Riverview Cemetery, with varying degrees of markings, from the barely adequate (Isaac Broome) to the 
ostentatious (John Moses), each befitting their personalities.  But, given the profound sadness surrounding the 
demise of the Gallimore family, why would no monument be placed on their graves?  Maybe the simplest 
response is that the family just never had the funds for that final act.  Likewise, Riverview Cemetery reports 
that there is currently an outstanding balance on the family account.  It is puzzling, however, with Gallimore’s 
talent and respect in the pottery industry, that no individual or group has yet come forward to memorialize his 
accomplishments. 
 
At this point in his life, it had been fourteen years since Gallimore brought his father and family to Trenton, NJ.  
A lot happened to this incredible group of people, and there will be a lot more to come as W.W. Gallimore’s 
family moves forward.  Gallimore died nearly two months after the 1900 US Census was taken on June 8.  Just 
as he documented his existence in the United States by filling out his first US census form, he faded into 
history; just when the public records began to reveal who he really was, they ceased to exist.  Until this date, the 
only information available about Gallimore and his family has been teased out of city directories, newspapers, 
vital statistics, public records, concurrent periodicals and a few other publications.  Although the 1900 US 
Census was not the final census for the family, it was the first and last census for William Wood Gallimore.  
With his death, the lives of the family members will change forever, which will unfold in the second part of this 
article. 
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Belleek Black Mark Tea Ware Belleek Black Mark Tea Ware Belleek Black Mark Tea Ware Belleek Black Mark Tea Ware ---- Part 15 Part 15 Part 15 Part 15    
An Exciting and Interesting Undisclosed Photograph, An Exciting and Interesting Undisclosed Photograph, An Exciting and Interesting Undisclosed Photograph, An Exciting and Interesting Undisclosed Photograph,     

Also, Pattern 37 What is it? Also, Pattern 37 What is it? Also, Pattern 37 What is it? Also, Pattern 37 What is it?     
By Tony FoxBy Tony FoxBy Tony FoxBy Tony Fox    

 

The The The The ‘Undisclosed Photograph’ appended to the back of Fergus Cleary’s 1904 catalogue‘Undisclosed Photograph’ appended to the back of Fergus Cleary’s 1904 catalogue‘Undisclosed Photograph’ appended to the back of Fergus Cleary’s 1904 catalogue‘Undisclosed Photograph’ appended to the back of Fergus Cleary’s 1904 catalogue    
 

The accompanying old photograph was one of three recently discovered photographs stuck in the back of an 
original annotated copy of the 1904 catalogue. These photographs look as though they were produced for the 
Pottery and are of a similar format to those used by Belleek in their sales catalogues. The two other appended 
photographs (not illustrated here) were of various vases. 
 

This original 1904 catalogue [a] is in the possession of Fergus Cleary, Head of Design Belleek Pottery, and has 
been handed down through his family from his great uncle Edward Cleary. Edward Cleary was the Belleek 
Pottery Manager from 1900 to 1920 and the 1904 catalogue was produced during his tenure. The annotations 
and extra photographs must have been done during this period, indeed it looks like this was a ‘working copy’ 
with additional hand written text on most pages serving as Pottery notes. The tea ware items depicted on the 
above photograph are all parian and their introduction is contemporary with the end of the second period. 
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The items included on this photograph are as follows starting from the top and moving along in rows from left 
to right:-  for those items marked with * this photograph represents the first known illustration  
 

Row 1 
a) Belleek Flower Pot/Sugar 
b) Belleek Cream * 

Row 2 
c) Celtic Low Shape pattern teapot, oval form * 
d) Celtic Low Shape pattern teacup and saucer  
e) Previously UNRECORDED TEAPOT * 

Row 3 
f) Celtic Low Shape pattern uncovered sugar, oval form * 
g) Celtic Low Shape pattern cream, oval form * 

Row 4 
h) Celtic Pot pattern teacup and saucer * 
i) Celtic Pot pattern cream 
j) Celtic Pot pattern Sugar 
k) Celtic Pot pattern teapot * 

Row 5 
l) Previously UNRECORDED TEACUP and SAUCER * 
m) Tridacna pattern dejeuner set single. Tray ‘bachelor’ size * 
n) Pattern 36 teacup and saucer * 

 
The two previously unrecorded tea ware items identified against items e) and l) above clearly belong to the Irish 
Pot pattern because of the inclusion of a raised band or rib which match those shown in the illustration below.below.below.below. 
This should not be confused with the Celtic Pot pattern covered in Part 10 of this series of articles on Belleek 
Black Mark tea ware. There are, however, some similarities between the two patterns, both are based on a 
cauldron form and have three angled legs. The Celtic Pot pattern is more profusely moulded with a design motif 
consisting of an embossed band containing a multi lattice open work structure interposed with small jewel 
vertical segregated panels. The handles on the teapot, cream and teacups are a much more ornate design having 
a double support form with curled ends. 
 

The Irish Pot appears in the Sugar and Creams 
section of the 1904 catalogue with two items shown 
i.e. Irish Pot and Cream size 1, Irish Pot and Cream 
size 2, both offered/sold as a pair. They are also 
featured in the 1923, 1924, 1928, 1931 and 1937 
catalogues which cover the black mark periods.. 
 

The undisclosed photograph, which shows a teapot 
and teacup and saucer in the Irish Pot pattern, also 
Pattern 36, Celtic Pot, and the oval form of Low 
Celtic patterns, illustrates tea ware patterns not seen 
in any other known Belleek sales literature or 
catalogues. This now just leaves 5’Oclock as the 
only tea ware pattern absent from sales literature. It 
poses the question as to whether or not Irish Pot as 
a tea set was produced in any quantities, perhaps it 
was discontinued in favour of the more decorative 
Celtic Pot pattern. This of course is only conjecture 
and we need to find an actual piece in this context … just as I was about to finalise this article and request all 
Belleek collectors check the contents of their collections for an Irish Pot pattern teapot and/or teacup and 
saucer, I was shown the unusual saucer illustrated on the next page. This is clearly an example of an Irish Pot 
saucer. It may transpire that these are very rare tea ware items, I sincerely hope that more of these pieces are 
sitting in someone’s collection somewhere in the Belleek family. 
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Above: Irish Pot saucer beside a Celtic Pot saucer, both BII. Above: Irish Pot saucer beside a Celtic Pot saucer, both BII. Above: Irish Pot saucer beside a Celtic Pot saucer, both BII. Above: Irish Pot saucer beside a Celtic Pot saucer, both BII. 
There are similarities in the cup well, position of the raised band, colour andThere are similarities in the cup well, position of the raised band, colour andThere are similarities in the cup well, position of the raised band, colour andThere are similarities in the cup well, position of the raised band, colour and fineness of body and moulding, the Celtic Pot  fineness of body and moulding, the Celtic Pot  fineness of body and moulding, the Celtic Pot  fineness of body and moulding, the Celtic Pot 
example being larger only by the amount of an additional outer band on the rim.example being larger only by the amount of an additional outer band on the rim.example being larger only by the amount of an additional outer band on the rim.example being larger only by the amount of an additional outer band on the rim.    
 

As a result of this photograph and the emergence of an actual saucer, we must now add Irish Pot  to the list of 
official Belleek tea ware patterns named by the Pottery.  
 

It is interesting to note that all the items shown on the photograph represent rare patterns and all may have been 
in production for only a short period of time and then discontinued before the next sales catalogue in the 1920s. 
 

‘Pattern 37’ and the Mould Room‘Pattern 37’ and the Mould Room‘Pattern 37’ and the Mould Room‘Pattern 37’ and the Mould Room    
 

Bev and Chris Marvell were recently granted access to the mould room at the Pottery to carry out research 
studies, with particular reference to moulds labelled ‘Set 37’. The following are a series of photographs taken of 
moulds on shelves designated ‘Set 36’ and ‘Set 37’ It should be noted that it is not possible to positively 
identify every mould, therefore any suggestions in this context would be of interest. 

 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

Some of the tea ware moSome of the tea ware moSome of the tea ware moSome of the tea ware moulds organised on shelves into Pattern categories by Fergus Clearyulds organised on shelves into Pattern categories by Fergus Clearyulds organised on shelves into Pattern categories by Fergus Clearyulds organised on shelves into Pattern categories by Fergus Cleary    
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CloseCloseCloseClose----up of the moulds on the floor in the centre up of the moulds on the floor in the centre up of the moulds on the floor in the centre up of the moulds on the floor in the centre –––– labelled ‘Set 36’ and ‘Set 37’ labelled ‘Set 36’ and ‘Set 37’ labelled ‘Set 36’ and ‘Set 37’ labelled ‘Set 36’ and ‘Set 37’    
 

Bev and Chris first checked out what moulds were available for ‘Set 36’ (‘Pattern 36’). They found moulds to 
produce the whole tea set: teapot and cover, cream, sugar and cup and saucer (note no tray). Of particular 
interest was one of the two saucer moulds for Pattern 36 (shown below), this had a date scratched on the outside 
‘11/6/1912’ (11th June 1912), surely the date the mould was made? 

    
Left: Mould for  Left: Mould for  Left: Mould for  Left: Mould for  Pattern 36 saucer and Pattern 36 saucer and Pattern 36 saucer and Pattern 36 saucer and the outside of the the outside of the the outside of the the outside of the mould lid mould lid mould lid mould lid 
with with with with a a a a scratched datescratched datescratched datescratched date.  .  .  .      
    

Above: Above: Above: Above: Pattern 36 teapot, cream and saucer in ivory, BIIPattern 36 teapot, cream and saucer in ivory, BIIPattern 36 teapot, cream and saucer in ivory, BIIPattern 36 teapot, cream and saucer in ivory, BII....    

 
I am pleased to say that more actual examples of ‘Pattern 36’ have come to light. This teapot, cream and sugar 
is the most complete tea set in this pattern we have seen to-date. 
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Bev and Chris then moved on to look at the moulds Fergus had put in the ‘Set 37’ category. We had expected 
these to be for a pattern that we already knew about, but did not know its name, or perhaps matching items from 
a new unknown tea set.  What they found was a selection of odds from non-matching tea ware that we were 
unaware of: (1) a sugar with matching cream, (2) another sugar or cup and (3) a large saucer. Also found under 
the ‘Set 37’ section were moulds for some of the very rare undocumented Patterns we discussed in Part 13 on 
‘Miscellaneous’ tea ware: the ‘Heart’ saucer and the ‘Rococo’ cup. These were all obviously moulds that 
Fergus could not recognise and so he had put them neatly together under a catch-all category ‘Set 37’. 
 

(1) Unknown matching Sugar and Cream with leaf motif (1) Unknown matching Sugar and Cream with leaf motif (1) Unknown matching Sugar and Cream with leaf motif (1) Unknown matching Sugar and Cream with leaf motif (possibly a violet leaf?)(possibly a violet leaf?)(possibly a violet leaf?)(possibly a violet leaf?)    

Unknown matching pair, sugar and cream.Unknown matching pair, sugar and cream.Unknown matching pair, sugar and cream.Unknown matching pair, sugar and cream.    

 
Scratching Scratching Scratching Scratching to the lid of the mould to the lid of the mould to the lid of the mould to the lid of the mould     
        LLLLeaf motif detaileaf motif detaileaf motif detaileaf motif detail and example of a violet leaf and example of a violet leaf and example of a violet leaf and example of a violet leaf    
 
This sugar and cream are very similar to the Lily (High) pattern except they 
have violet type leaves (hopefully a reader might be able to identify the leaf 
type for us) instead of pond lily leaves and a rim shaped to follow the edge of 
these leaves.  
 
The sugar mould also has hard to read text on its lid (see aboveaboveaboveabove). This includes 
‘beal leice’ (which is Gaelic for Belleek), some undeciphered Gaelic script 
and a date ‘23/1/11’ (23rd January 1911). 
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(2) Unknown Cup or Sugar, trefoil ribbed(2) Unknown Cup or Sugar, trefoil ribbed(2) Unknown Cup or Sugar, trefoil ribbed(2) Unknown Cup or Sugar, trefoil ribbed    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Unknown cup or sugar and scratching to its mould side and lidUnknown cup or sugar and scratching to its mould side and lidUnknown cup or sugar and scratching to its mould side and lidUnknown cup or sugar and scratching to its mould side and lid    
 
This unknown cup or sugar has a trefoil shape similar to Harp Shamrock and 
unusual vertical ribbed sides. The side of this mould has hard to read text 
scratched on. This includes what could be ‘Slater’, ‘13’ (the lid of this mould 
also has ‘13’) and a rough shamrock leaf. 
 

(3) Unknown Saucer (3) Unknown Saucer (3) Unknown Saucer (3) Unknown Saucer     
 
 
 
 
Unknown large saucer.Unknown large saucer.Unknown large saucer.Unknown large saucer.    
 
This large saucer has a large cup well, central simple 8 
‘linen fold’ moulding surrounded by a trailing small leaf 
and flower detail with scrolls to the rim. Its mould lid 
has the date ‘26/5/93’ (26th May 1893) scratched on.  
 
 
 
Motif detail and the date scratched on the lid Motif detail and the date scratched on the lid Motif detail and the date scratched on the lid Motif detail and the date scratched on the lid     
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ReferencesReferencesReferencesReferences    
 

a. Belleek 1904 sales catalogue in the possession of Fergus Cleary. Annotated and with added Pottery 
photographs. Part of the Edward Cleary Collection of documents donated to the Belleek Archive by Mrs 
Sylvia Rippon. 

b. Various old Belleek  price scales & sales catalogues (1870, 1875, 1904, 1923, 1924, 1928, 1931, 1937) 
c. Tony Fox - ‘Belleek Black Mark Tea Ware Part 13, Miscellaneous’,  UK Belleek Collectors’ Group 

Newsletter, Issue 31/3 Oct 2010 
 

Questions raised from the last article Part 14Questions raised from the last article Part 14Questions raised from the last article Part 14Questions raised from the last article Part 14    
 

• Are there any examples of earthenware tea ware which have the impressed Harp or Crown Harp 
composition marks? 

• Are there any examples of earthenware tea ware manufactured during the third period which do not 
have the Melvin Ware mark i.e. they have the proper third period black mark as used on parian tea 
ware? 

 

Questions raised from this article Part 15Questions raised from this article Part 15Questions raised from this article Part 15Questions raised from this article Part 15    
 

• Have you got any of the tea ware items seen on the recently discovered old photograph  
• Unknown patterns from ‘Set 37’ – Do you know of or have an example? 

 

Patterns to be covered in Tea warPatterns to be covered in Tea warPatterns to be covered in Tea warPatterns to be covered in Tea ware Part 16e Part 16e Part 16e Part 16    
 

• Belleek Sales Catalogues  - ‘Sugars and Creams’ Sections 
                        -  please if you have an example in your collection send me photographs 

 
This article describes what we know TO DATE, please if you have further information get in touch with 
Tony at research@belleek.org.uk, he would be very grateful to receive it. 
 
WE NEED WE NEED WE NEED WE NEED YOURYOURYOURYOUR COMMENTS & HELP   COMMENTS & HELP   COMMENTS & HELP   COMMENTS & HELP  ––––    ANYANYANYANY FEEDBACK WOULD BE GREAT! FEEDBACK WOULD BE GREAT! FEEDBACK WOULD BE GREAT! FEEDBACK WOULD BE GREAT!    
 
…And a very big thank you to all of you whose pictures I have included.            – Tony      
                                                                                                           
(produced in collaboration with Bev Marvell) 
 
Information & Photos Courtesy of:Information & Photos Courtesy of:Information & Photos Courtesy of:Information & Photos Courtesy of:----    

 

Fergus Cleary, Bev & Chris Marvell, Eddie & Linda Murphy, Simon & Mel Whitlock 
    

                                                            From Jan GolaszewskiFrom Jan GolaszewskiFrom Jan GolaszewskiFrom Jan Golaszewski    
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EEEEmployment During the Faminemployment During the Faminemployment During the Faminemployment During the Famine    
By Pat TubbBy Pat TubbBy Pat TubbBy Pat Tubb    

 
During our meeting at Looe in Cornwall I showed to the Group the beautiful antique Irish crochet collar that 
Patrick had given to me that weekend for Mother’s Day. This collar had, as its filling stitch, the Clones Knot 
which I had been making myself ever since attending a couple of workshops in Clones, Co Monaghan last year.  

 
When Chris, our editor, asked me to write an 
article about it for the UK Group newsletter I 
did not think it would be of much interest to 
members. However, when thinking about it 
later, I realised the similarities between the 
crochet lace making and Belleek. You see, lace 
making was started for the same reason as our 
beautiful parian ware – to give employment to 
local people in famine-torn Ireland during the 
mid to late 1800s. 
 

 
My Mother’s Day CollarMy Mother’s Day CollarMy Mother’s Day CollarMy Mother’s Day Collar    

 
 
 

 
In 1847 a new Church of Ireland Rector came to Clones. He 
was the Rev Thomas Hand who, with his wife, Cassandra, and 
their children arrived from rural Essex, in England, where he 
had been the incumbent of Bulphan parish church for over 17 
years. Cassandra, whose maiden name was More-Molyneux, 
had been brought up on the beautiful Loseley Park estate near 
Guildford in Surrey and must have been devastated by the 
conditions she saw around her in Clones at that time, with the 
effects of the Irish Potato Famine becoming more and more 
evident. 
 

                                                                                                            Cassandra Hand Cassandra Hand Cassandra Hand Cassandra Hand –––– from a photo published  from a photo published  from a photo published  from a photo published     
                                                                                                            in the Clones Parish Bazaar Magazinein the Clones Parish Bazaar Magazinein the Clones Parish Bazaar Magazinein the Clones Parish Bazaar Magazine    

 
 
 
 
In various parts of Ireland people had started lace making classes to help alleviate the poverty they were 
experiencing and the wife and daughter of the Rev. Tottenham in Inishmacsaint did the same for the area near 
Belleek.  
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Cassandra Hand got a teacher from Kildare to come to Clones to teach this crochet based on Venetian lace to 
people – mostly the ladies in the area. She held these classes in her home which was a Georgian House now 

called Bishopscourt. In time quite an industry 
was set up not, as in the pottery, in one 
building but in peoples homes. Some would 
make motifs and then bring them to someone 
else to be washed and dressed before being 
joined together, again by someone else before 
finally marketing the finished product, 
eventually to many countries. Cassandra 
proved herself to be a great business woman 
and continued this work until her death in 
October 1868 and she is still fondly 
remembered in Clones. It is mentioned that 
she was given a Belleek Vase in appreciation 
of the contribution she made to the area. 
 

Bishopscourt House in 2010Bishopscourt House in 2010Bishopscourt House in 2010Bishopscourt House in 2010    
 

As at the pottery, her death, like those of McBirney and Armstrong, meant that standards dropped and demand 
for Clones lace slumped. However with the efforts of people such as Lady Aberdeen, wife of the Viceroy of 
Ireland and an active patroness of Irish lace, Clones lace became popular again. Lady Aberdeen and others 
organised a group to go to the Chicago World Fair and to exhibitions in Dublin and London. I would like to 
think that, at the time of this visit to the World Fair, Lady Aberdeen, whose nickname was “Blousy Belle”, 
would have been wearing some lace made in Clones and the surrounding areas of Fermanagh. Important orders 
were procured and it is known that a dress was made for and worn by Princess May, later Queen Mary. Again 
the similarity with the pottery is evident as the effect of royal patronage at that time was very beneficial to any 
business. Maybe Belleek’s Aberdeen tea ware was named after Lady Aberdeen in recognition of her support for 
Irish Arts and Crafts during her time as vicereine either in 1886 or between 1906 and 1915. 
  

Unlike the pottery which, apart from some minor blips has gone from strength to strength, in the mid twentieth 
century, lace making went out of fashion mainly due to cheaper machine made lace, changes in fashion and in 
employment. For example, the second world war lured young girls away from home crafts to better paid jobs in 
the factories. Even so, the tradition was kept alive in some families and the art passed down through the 
generations with some private orders still being done. 
 
By the 1980s the cottage industry had more or less 
died out.  Then, in 1988, a lady called Maire Treanor 
came to live in Clones and one of her tasks was to set 
up a heritage project in the town. After meeting many 
people, including some families who in earlier years 
had been involved with the lace making, and seeing 
examples of lace made in the 19th century Maire, 
together with a lady called Mamo McDonald, set up 
and organised the Cassandra Hand Summer School of 
Clones Lace.  Although Mamo never learnt to crochet 
she talked lace whenever she got the chance and 
Maire made it. The summer schools have continued 
annually ever since and have just celebrated their 21st 
birthday.  I was delighted to be able to attend this 
year’s summer school last month and had the 
opportunity to meet with Mamo when she visited us 
to see how things were going.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Wild Rose Garden Doily, with Clones Knots,Wild Rose Garden Doily, with Clones Knots,Wild Rose Garden Doily, with Clones Knots,Wild Rose Garden Doily, with Clones Knots,    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    designed by Maire Treanor, made by Pat Tubbdesigned by Maire Treanor, made by Pat Tubbdesigned by Maire Treanor, made by Pat Tubbdesigned by Maire Treanor, made by Pat Tubb    
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Although I had been doing some crochet for over 30 years and had started doing Irish crochet four years ago at 
a course run by another lovely lady with the Irish Countrywomen’s Association [ICA]. I had wanted to perfect 
the Clones Knot and, where better to learn than in Clones itself, so I attended the 20th annual workshop in 
Clones last year. Maire had written a book in 2002 called “Clones Lace, the Story and Patterns of an Irish 
Crochet” which had just been reprinted and updated. During this period she has been giving workshops all over 
Ireland and in the USA and has also visited Eastern Europe where the interest in freeform Irish crochet is 
growing fast. Some of the garments made there are quite breathtaking. 
 
Before going to Maire’s workshop I was able to indulge in another of our interests, namely researching family 
history as we have done for the potters from Staffordshire. This time it was the history of Cassandra and 
Thomas Hand and their family and I was delighted to write up a small epistle which I presented at an evening in 
the Cassandra Hand Centre which had started as a school during their time there and is now a Community 
Centre used by all the town’s people. 
                                        
 

Some of the Workshop GroupSome of the Workshop GroupSome of the Workshop GroupSome of the Workshop Group    
Outside the Cassandra Hand Outside the Cassandra Hand Outside the Cassandra Hand Outside the Cassandra Hand     
CentreCentreCentreCentre    

 
 
If anyone is visiting Ireland and 
going through or near to Clones 
take time to visit the Canal Stores 
where you can see examples of 
this lace as well as feasting on 
delicious tea and scones made by 
the dedicated staff. If you are then 
going on to Enniskillen go by way 
of Belturbet and hence through the 
little village of Ballinaleck on the 
main Dublin to Enniskillen road, 
where there is a superb lace 
museum containing beautiful 
examples of many different Irish 
laces, including Clones Lace. 
There is also a nice restaurant next 
door!! 
 
 
 
Going to both Belleek and Clones I feel the presence of all the great people involved and look at the legacies 
they have left which are still carried on by such dedicated folk. So, if I had a glass in my hand, I would raise it 
and say a big ‘thank you’ and ‘Slainte’. 
 
Pat TubbPat TubbPat TubbPat Tubb    
June 2011.June 2011.June 2011.June 2011.    
 
 
[Editor’s note: Immediately after Pat completed this article she was off again to Clones for a week to do more 
Irish crochet work, no doubt she will be taking her lovely antique lace collar to show the Workshop.  Please 
don't forget that Pat will have some of her own beautiful crochet work, in the form of a least one Belleek Logo, 
for sale to the highest bidder at the convention - all proceeds to the Potters' Graves fund.] 
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 Don Clinton's Don Clinton's Don Clinton's Don Clinton's 
BelleekBelleekBelleekBelleek    
 
Eighteen years ago, in June 
1993, Don Clinton, one of our 
US members, the BCIS Belleek 
Honouree in 1990 and a true 
enthusiast for Belleek, began a 
series of articles which were then 
published in the "Irish Tribune". 
 
 
Don wrote the articles and Betty, 
his wife, took the photographs. 
 
We are reproducing these articles 
in the Newsletter: here is the 
article Don wrote for the 
February 1994 issue of the Irish 
Tribune, covering the Second 
Green or Sixth mark.   
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Auction ReportAuction ReportAuction ReportAuction Report    
---- some exceptional items of Belleek some exceptional items of Belleek some exceptional items of Belleek some exceptional items of Belleek    
 
LARGE 19thC BELLEEK CROUCHING VENUS  
…PROVENANCE …ONCE OWNED BY THE SINGER FAMILY (sewing 
machines) & PREVIOUSLY DISPLAYED AT THEIR PAIGNTON 
OLDWAY MANSION HOME….. UNFORTUNATELY THERE IS SOME 
DAMAGE…. 

Sold for: £2001.01Sold for: £2001.01Sold for: £2001.01Sold for: £2001.01    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: blubberloverblubberloverblubberloverblubberlover    
Period: Period: Period: Period: FirstFirstFirstFirst Black Black Black Black    
    
…Griffin on Clam Shell  
.. Rare Piece…in fairly good order, with 
just two small losses off the wing tips 
Sold for: £570Sold for: £570Sold for: £570Sold for: £570    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: texmex58texmex58texmex58texmex58    
Period: Period: Period: Period: FirstFirstFirstFirst Black Black Black Black    
    
IMPERIAL SHELL 2ND BLACK  
81/2" HIGH & 10" LONG… HAS 
BEEN RESTORED.. 
Sold for: US$725Sold for: US$725Sold for: US$725Sold for: US$725    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: ja_lucasja_lucasja_lucasja_lucas    
Period: Period: Period: Period: SecondSecondSecondSecond Black Black Black Black    
    
FLORAL JARDINIERE BOWL 
6.75" tall… internal diameter of 7"… 
profuse border decoration of flowers 
and leaves… are some chips 
Sold for: £375Sold for: £375Sold for: £375Sold for: £375    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: southernridge44southernridge44southernridge44southernridge44    
Period: Period: Period: Period: SecondSecondSecondSecond Black Black Black Black    
 
…Triple Tulip Vase  
…Other than the imperfections on the 

glaze, the vase is in excellent 
condition…    
Sold for: US$1100Sold for: US$1100Sold for: US$1100Sold for: US$1100    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: gojetjetgojetjetgojetjetgojetjet    
Period: Period: Period: Period: SecondSecondSecondSecond Black Black Black Black    
    
Tulip Wall Hanging 
8“ x  5” x 2-1/2“… Colors: pink 
and ivory… one leaf tip is 
broken.. 
Sold for: US$1626.99Sold for: US$1626.99Sold for: US$1626.99Sold for: US$1626.99    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: catscatscatscatscatscatscatscatscatscatscatscats, , , , Period: Period: Period: Period: FirstFirstFirstFirst Black Black Black Black    
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RARE Belleek MASK VASE 
… excellent condition.    
Sold for: US$761.99Sold for: US$761.99Sold for: US$761.99Sold for: US$761.99    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: mikematemikematemikematemikemate    
Period: Period: Period: Period: FirstFirstFirstFirst Black Black Black Black    
    
PRINCESS VASE W/APPLD FLOWERS 
…fantastic nacreous glaze/tint - Profusely 
decorated with applied flowers …Minimal but 
normal nips …otherwise perfect 
Sold for: US$525Sold for: US$525Sold for: US$525Sold for: US$525    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: chivas1nhchivas1nhchivas1nhchivas1nh    
Period: Period: Period: Period: SecondSecondSecondSecond Black Black Black Black    
    
RARE BELLEEK TARA VASE 
12 ½” … WITH GREEN DECORATION. 
UNFORTUNATELY IT LOOKS AS THOUGH 
THE BASE HAS BEEN BROKEN OFF IN THE 
PAST AND RESTUCK.  
Sold Sold Sold Sold for: £260.01for: £260.01for: £260.01for: £260.01    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: markh424markh424markh424markh424    
Period: Period: Period: Period: SecondSecondSecondSecond Black Black Black Black    
    
TRIPLE SHELL VASE RARE 
…4“ x  2.5“ A LOVELY PIECE… IS A 
HAIRLINE 
Sold for: £135.99Sold for: £135.99Sold for: £135.99Sold for: £135.99    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: inyanga85inyanga85inyanga85inyanga85    
Period: Period: Period: Period: SecondSecondSecondSecond Black Black Black Black    
    
BELLEEK FONT VASE 
3 ¼”…A VERY SMALL NICK OR MAYBE ITS 
JUST LOSS OF GLAZE ON THE INSIDE 
Sold for: £101Sold for: £101Sold for: £101Sold for: £101    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: markh424markh424markh424markh424    
Period: Period: Period: Period: SecondSecondSecondSecond Black Black Black Black    
    
Forget Me Not Trinket Box 
…couple of larger pieces broken off the leaf  'feet' 
and little chips/ losses..    
Sold for: £101.99Sold for: £101.99Sold for: £101.99Sold for: £101.99    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: texmex58texmex58texmex58texmex58    
Period: Period: Period: Period: FirstFirstFirstFirst Black Black Black Black    
    
Reticulated Bowl Appl'd Roses 
…5-1/2"x by 4"…small chip off one leaf tip 
Sold for: us$237.15Sold for: us$237.15Sold for: us$237.15Sold for: us$237.15    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: cmrbluecmrbluecmrbluecmrblue    
Period: Period: Period: Period: ThirdThirdThirdThird Black Black Black Black    
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… Moustache Cup & 
Saucer 
…with gold trim….saucer 
good condition …cup does 
have a hairline 
Sold for: US$89.50Sold for: US$89.50Sold for: US$89.50Sold for: US$89.50    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: kraftbluekraftbluekraftbluekraftblue    
Period: Period: Period: Period: First First First First BlackBlackBlackBlack    
 

16" …PLATTER 
.. green. …mint.. 
Sold for: US$405Sold for: US$405Sold for: US$405Sold for: US$405    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: ladiesteapartyladiesteapartyladiesteapartyladiesteaparty    
Period: Period: Period: Period: SeSeSeSecondcondcondcond Black Black Black Black    
    

Pink Tea Cup & Saucer 
…ivory/pink footed limpet… No chips, cracks or crazing or repairs  
Sold for: US$305Sold for: US$305Sold for: US$305Sold for: US$305    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: ssisenegssisenegssisenegssiseneg    
Period: Period: Period: Period: Second Second Second Second BlackBlackBlackBlack    
 
Blarney Tea Pot 
…soft green wash ...a little 
area of professional 
restoration to the spout 
Sold for: £355.89Sold for: £355.89Sold for: £355.89Sold for: £355.89    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: texmex58texmex58texmex58texmex58    
Period: Period: Period: Period: Second Second Second Second BlackBlackBlackBlack    
    
RARE …CHINESE TEAWARE Cup & Saucer 
…excellent condition… 
Sold for: US$264Sold for: US$264Sold for: US$264Sold for: US$264    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: mikematemikematemikematemikemate    
Period: Period: Period: Period: First First First First BlackBlackBlackBlack    
    
Crested Neptune Tea 
Pot 
Armorial Crest for Ayr, 
Scotland…very small flat 
nick on …spout 
Sold for: £154Sold for: £154Sold for: £154Sold for: £154    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: texmex58texmex58texmex58texmex58    
Period: Period: Period: Period: Second Second Second Second BlackBlackBlackBlack    
    
CRESTED GREEN NEPTUNE CUP AND SAUCER 
… excellent condition… crest or motto shows a dragon on a 
chapeau…and has the words Loyal Devoir 
Sold for: £85Sold for: £85Sold for: £85Sold for: £85    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: mr.firswoodmr.firswoodmr.firswoodmr.firswood    
Period: Period: Period: Period: Second Second Second Second BlackBlackBlackBlack    
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Aesthetic …1877 pottery platter 
…excellent condition…impressed first period mark and 
Registration kite…11.5" x 9"… monogram…no cracks, no 
crazing.. 
Sold for: £102Sold for: £102Sold for: £102Sold for: £102    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: siscornersiscornersiscornersiscorner    
PeriodPeriodPeriodPeriod: : : : First First First First BlackBlackBlackBlack    
 
Earthenware platter 
…good 
condition…13.5in x 
11in …unusual blue 
and white pattern. 

Sold for: £125Sold for: £125Sold for: £125Sold for: £125 
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: victoria7241victoria7241victoria7241victoria7241    
Period: Period: Period: Period: First First First First BlackBlackBlackBlack    
 
EARTHENWARE SAUCEBOAT  AND UNDERPLATE 
… good condition with good bright gilding… 
Sold for: £137Sold for: £137Sold for: £137Sold for: £137    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: mcstra7mcstra7mcstra7mcstra7    
Period: Period: Period: Period: Second Second Second Second BlackBlackBlackBlack    

    

FLORAL SOUP BOWL  
… DELIGHTFUL 
DETAIL…1.5” BY OVER 
10”… 
Sold for: £32Sold for: £32Sold for: £32Sold for: £32    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: inyanga85    
Period: Period: Period: Period: Second Second Second Second BlackBlackBlackBlack    
 
VERY RARE BELLEEK 
BED PAN 
… PERFECT..36CM X 
26CM        
Sold for: £81Sold for: £81Sold for: £81Sold for: £81    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: 10birch31210birch31210birch31210birch312    
Period: Period: Period: Period: First First First First BlackBlackBlackBlack    
 
EARTHENWARE 
URINAL/BEDPAN VG CONDITION 
…39 CMS …A LITTLE OVER ALL LIGHT AGE CRAZING  
Sold for: £109.50Sold for: £109.50Sold for: £109.50Sold for: £109.50    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: bramblesauctionbramblesauctionbramblesauctionbramblesauction    
Period: Period: Period: Period: First First First First BlackBlackBlackBlack                                                [Editor’s note: 2 rare bed pans at once!]    
    
…'celtic' pattern bowl  
…painted and gilded ….115mm dia…excellent condition 
Sold for: £129Sold for: £129Sold for: £129Sold for: £129        
EBaEBaEBaEBay selley selley selley seller: r: r: r: donegalantiquesdonegalantiquesdonegalantiquesdonegalantiques, , , , Period: Period: Period: Period: Third Third Third Third BlackBlackBlackBlack    
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CARDIUM SALT ON SHELL BASE 
…excellent condition.. 1st printed black and impressed 
BELLEEK mark 
Sold for: £185Sold for: £185Sold for: £185Sold for: £185    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: mr.firswoodmr.firswoodmr.firswoodmr.firswood    
Period: Period: Period: Period: FirstFirstFirstFirst Black Black Black Black    
    

2 Belleek Cardium on 
Coral 
…pale pink border …3 x 3 x 
3”. One has had the feet 
reglued …in very good 
condition    
Sold for: US$77Sold for: US$77Sold for: US$77Sold for: US$77    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: estateestateestateestate----gemsgemsgemsgems    
Period: Period: Period: Period: SecondSecondSecondSecond Black Black Black Black    
    

FLORENCE JUG GILT  
…trimmed in gold gilt…6 1/2" … EXCELLENT condition 
SoSoSoSold for: US$330ld for: US$330ld for: US$330ld for: US$330    

                                EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: mikematemikematemikematemikemate, , , , Period: Period: Period: Period: FirstFirstFirstFirst Black Black Black Black    
 
 
 

REMINDER FOR CHICAGO CONVENTION: 
 

The Windy City Chapter invites you to the 2011 Bell eek Collectors In'tl. Society 
Convention 

 
Thursday, September 15, 2011 to Sunday, September 1 8, 2011. 

 

Doubletree Hotel Chicago; O’Hare Airport 5460 North River Road; Rosemont, IL 60018 (1.847.292.9100) 
www.doubletreeohareairport.com.  

 
 HOTEL RESERVATIONS: A block of rooms has been reserved for the Convention attendees at the daily rate 
$105 + tax USD for a single/double (room price includes full breakfast for 2). This rate will also apply for 2 days 
pre/post Convention. There is a complimentary Airport Shuttle to/from hotel and free parking is available at the 

hotel. Hotel rooms must be booked by August 16th to receive the convention rate. 
 

REGISTRATION FEE: $399 per person and this covers all other Convention meals and the following events: 
 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 15th : Hosted Wine and Cheese Welcome Reception (light appetizers) with live 
Harp music; Special Holiday Belleek Raffle Announced; Sales room open! 
 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16th : Convention opening by Master of Ceremonies Don Campbell; Morning and 
Afternoon speakers; Lunch Buffet; Chinese Auction; Sales room open: Chicago themed Buffet Dinner (beer 
only included); entertainment by Emerald Society Pipe Band and Live Auction with Dean Bagnall! 
 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17th : Morning seminars; Buff et lunch, Guided Bus tour of Chicago; Champagne 
reception w/live piano music; Sales room open; Gala dinner (includes wine only); entertainment by Weber Irish 
Dance Group and live music by an Irish band.  
  
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 18th : Morning Convention Closure and breaking of the plate mold! 
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And FinallyAnd FinallyAnd FinallyAnd Finally............    
 

Two strands run through this issue of 
the Newsletter - one involves 
thoughts on the ephemeral nature of 
many things and how we might today 
misinterpret the way things appeared 
in the 1860's and 1870's when the 
Pottery was first developing 
(exemplified by the rediscovery of 
the Visitors Book and Neville's 
article).  The other involves horses 
(Trevor's article and again the return 
of the Visitors Book).   
 
We've already talked about a few 
philosophical issues and Proust's À la 
recherche du temps perdu so lets end 
this issue with a look at the horses!  
In the re-enactment, staged by the 
Pottery, to mark the return of the 
book, a pair of magnificent black 
horses pulled Lord Spencer's carriage 
up to the Pottery.  The horses are 
Friesans (or Frisians, also known as 
Belgian Blacks) a breed originating 
in the Netherlands.  Although the 
breed's conformation resembles that 
of a light draft horse, Friesians are 
graceful and nimble for their size. 
During the Middle Ages, it is 

believed that the ancestors 
of Friesian horses were in 
great demand as war 
horses throughout 
continental Europe.  
Through the Early Middle 
Ages and High Middle 
Ages, their size enabled 
them to carry a knight in 
armour.  Here they are 
used as very elegant 
carriage horses.   
 
Magnificent. 
 
The pair of FriThe pair of FriThe pair of FriThe pair of Frieeeesians pull sians pull sians pull sians pull 
‘‘‘‘Lord and Lady Spencer'sLord and Lady Spencer'sLord and Lady Spencer'sLord and Lady Spencer's’’’’    
antique antique antique antique glass coachglass coachglass coachglass coach up to the  up to the  up to the  up to the 
main entrance of the Pottery.main entrance of the Pottery.main entrance of the Pottery.main entrance of the Pottery.    


